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This study begins to fill the gap in sociological

literature on movements and countermovements by exploring

the dynamic environment of two movement organizations.

After documenting the climate of public opinion on abortion,

it investigates the strategy and tactics employed by a move-

ment to maintain that opinion and a countermovment to reverse

that opinion. It relates social movements to their social

environments, social change, opposition, and strategy and

tactics. It illustrates the efficacy of single-issue groups

in the American social and political environment. Finally,

this thesis demonstrates the validity of exploratory studies

by uncovering elements of social movements and countermove-

ments that had not been previously investigated.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this study is to enhance the sociologi-

cal literature on social movements and countermovements

and on movement strategy and tactics. It is a preliminary,

exploratory study of the pro-choice and anti-abortion

movements from 1973 to 1981. The strategies and tactics

these movements chose to construct a public image and build

political effectiveness are analyzed to determine which

type of strategy and tactics were used at each stage of the

movement and countermovement.

Social movements do not exist in a vacuum. Sometimes

the social environment of which they are a part includes

"anti" or countermovements which may necessitate changes in

strategy and tactics on the part of the original movement.

Furthermore, movements and countermovements may find their

positions have become reversed. That is, the original move-

ment finds itself in the position of reacting to changes

brought about by the actions of the countermovement, rather

than initiating changes itself. For example, due to the

perceived political effectiveness of the anti-abortion,

or countermovement, the pro-choice, or original movement,

had to adopt some of the political strategies and tactics

of the countermovement, or risk failure.

1
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The dynamic environment of social movements, including,

but not limited to, corresponding countermovements, has rare-

ly been studied. An analytical study of a social movement

and its corresponding countermovement serves the dual purpose

of highlighting the dynamic character of social movements and

beginning to fill a gap in contemporary literature on coun-

termovements.

Statement of the Problem

Contemporary social movement literature generally views

movements from a static position. It tends to see movements

as "things" that may be used for definitional purposes only.

Articles and books have been written in an effort to clearly

define social movements, in order to distinguish between

social movements and other forms of collective action; to

describe certain aspects of social movements, such as social

movement organization, leadership, or resource mobilization;

or to expound upon a particular author's theory of a social

movement, using specific movements as illustrations of the

theory. While these studies have served admittedly useful

purposes, they have frequently overlooked the dynamic charac-

ter of the social movements that were used for illustrative

purposes. Consequently there exists a definite gap in the

literature in the area of countermovements.

Sociologists have decried the dearth of information in

social movement literature which relates social movements to

their social milieu and to social change (16); which analyzes
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movement opposition (4, 5, 19); and which acknowledges the

importance of movement strategy and tactics (2, 16, 20).

These issues all appear to be of vital interest to the under-

standing of contemporary social movements These three issues

issues are the basis of this study.

Review of the Literature

A social movement is "a conscious, collective, organiz-

ed attempt to bring about or resist large-scale change in the

social order" (24, p. 8). Countermovements, which are a

particular type of protest movement, are a response to the

perceived success of an initial movement. Social movements,

by their very definition, imply change (1, p. 1; 8, p. XVI;

21, p. 5). Too often these two entities, social movements

and social change, have been studied separately (16, p.XII).

Consequently, one sees a dearth of social movement literature

concerned with a movement and its environment. A movements's

particular social environment includes those groups for whom

the movement seeks to gain change, that is, the movement's

beneficiaries, and those groups to whom the movement appeals

in an effort to bring about this change, or the target

groups. Further, its environment may include those groups

which arise in opposition to the movement. Lang and Lang

(15, p. 507) point to the relationship between a social

movement, its social environment, and social change in the

following statement: "the social movement, while itself a

collective enterprise to effect changes in the social order,
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is also a response to changes in social conditions that have

occurred independently of its efforts." It is obvious, then,

that a social movement and the social change that it fosters

and experiences from its environment are intrinsically

related.

The history or life-cycle of a social movement has of-

ten been conceived of as a one-way street. That is, a social

movement arises, experiences a certain amount of growth based

upon its ability to garner empathy for its cause, and decays

(25). It may or may not be successful in achieving its sta-

ted goal. It is generally viewed as standing alone against a

formless entity that is entitled society, which it seeks to

change. But social movements do, occassionally, draw forth

organized responses from the environment they seek to change.

These responses are not formless; they are concerted efforts

to resist or reverse change (22,p. 308) and should properly

be classified as countermovemens (19, p. 620).

Mottl states

Although observers have discussed these
movements, few sociologists have analyzed them
as countermovements, a particular kind of pro-
test movement which is a response to the social
change advocated by an initial movement (19,
p. 620).

Other authors (4, 5) have also noted the necessity for social

movement research in studying the opposition. Chasteen makes

the following point concerning this need:

Very little attention has been given to
the life history of a social movement as rela-
ted to the nature of its opposition. Variables
such as leadership, tactics, strategy, and
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membership have been viewed as concomitant char-
acteristics of stages rather that as responses
to changes in the nature of'the opposition. This
view of movements as following cycles rather than
responding to challenges is an implicit contra-
dition of the common agreement that collective
behavior is improvised rather than customary,
noninstitutional rather than institutional. If
social movements are characterized by a flexibi-
lity which enables them to reconnoiter, regroup,
and reorient in response to sudden changes in
the opposition, then to think only in terms of
evolutionary processes is to miss the mark (5,
p. 157).

As an illustration of the scarcity of countermovement

literature, an extensive search of the literature from 1955

to the present revealed only one article (Mottl 's "The Anal-

ysis of Countermovements") that specifically addressed the

issue of countermovement organizations. Thus, when counter-

movements exist, their study may be an important part of the

study of social movements. This is not to say that all

social movements will have a corresponding countermovement,

but that of those that do, a study of both movement and

countermovement could prove very profitable for social move-

ment literature as well as theory. It might aid social

movement researchers and theorists in gaining a better under-

standing of the dynamics of social movements and countermove-

ments as they operate in and react to their social environ-

ments.

Mottl felt that an "analysis of reaction as an inevi-

table part of social conflict and change had not received

sufficient analytical treatment in the social movement lit-

erature" (19, p. 620). In an effort to correct this gap,
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he examined the civil rights and anti-busing protest move-

ments as countermovements. He did this in order to clearly

distinguish between movements and countermovements. From

this examination, he delineated twenty-two propositions,

eleven of which specifically apply to countermovements.

The central idea of Mottl 's propositions is that move-

ments arise to produce benefits for an underprivileged class.

Thus those movements will grow from pre-existent organiza-

tions that have broad, general programs for social change.

Countermovements, on the other hand, arise as a consequence

of the perceived successes of the movements. Thus counter-

movements will grow from the idea that their members are

threatened by those rights gained by the movements' benefici-

aries. Therefore, countermovements will embrace those groups

of people who already have a certain amount of status and

rights. Their members will seek to maintain the status quo

and focus on more specific issues of social change. This

would suggest that the National Abortion Right Action League

(NARAL) would arise to fight for the rights of a certain

group. The National Right to Life Committee (NRLC) would

arise to fight to maintain the status quo.

His propositions suggest the origins of a countermove-

ment and the single issue nature of countermovement ideolo-

gies. Both movements and countermovements arise from

"extant organizational affiliations" (19, p. 625). But

countermovements are distinguished from movements because

those organizations from which countermovements form have
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ties to major institutions. This would suggest that NARAL

would arise from preexistent organizations, such as the

National Organization for Women. NRLC, on the other hand,

would arise from an organization that was tied to a major

institution, such as the Catholic-sponsored New York RLC.

Furthermore, NRLC's ideology would focus on a single-issue

or grievance, such as abortion on demand.

Mottl suggests that countermovements develop strategies

in reaction to the success of the initial movement and also

in reaction to the amount of social control exerted against

the countermovement. Furthermore, countermovements will

borrow those tactics that have proven successful for the

movement. This implies that NRLC would choose a strategy

to combat the Supreme Court decision and that it would

select those movement tactics that had appeared to be suc-

cessful in overturning laws.

Finally, Mottl outlined the life-cycle of a countermove-

ment, offering three outcomes of movement and countermovement

conflict. He stated that countermovements would go through

four stages, ranging from "intrainstitutional resistance to

change" to mobilization of protest to change, to militant

protest to change if goals are blocked, to reinstitionaliza-

tion if the countermovement is successful or covert resist-

ance if it is unsuccessful. This means that a countermove-

ment will employ a different type of strategy and tactic for

each stage of its development. This would indicate that as
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NRLC matured, it would increasingly choose more legitimate

methods of protest to bring about social change.

As a result of movement-countermovement conflict, Mottl

suggests three outcomes. Those outcomes were: "their effect

on institutional inequality, the stabilization of the situa-

tion through the coexistence of movement and countermovement

forces, and the reconsolidation of 'state' authority" (19, p.

629). This would suggest that countermovements would have a

negative effect on efforts to eradicate inequality. Further,

those changes sought by the countermovement would be not only

negative, but possibly regressive. That regression would be

evidenced by state officials' response to movement-counter-

movement's attacks. Mottl stated that the officials would

react "by shoring up defenses and cutting away unnecessary

programs and agencies." This would imply that probable out-

comes of the conflict between NARAL and NRLC would be a

return to limited access to abortions and governmental res-

trictions on the practice of abortion.

Some of the most visible aspects of a social movement

are its strategy and tactics. Few outsiders are ever really

privy to its ideology, structure, organization, or its mem-

bership, but its tactics, and to some extent, its strategy,

are more visible. Many authors have recognized the impor-

tance of particular strategies and tactics for the mobiliza-

tion of resources and the success or failure of a social

movement (2, 3, 4, 13, 14, 17, 18, 20). Snow (20) believes

that in studying social movements solely in terms of their
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ideologies and goals for change, their appeals to various

constituencies, or the reasons for their emergence, many

sociologists have made important, but somewhat curtailed,

analyses of social movements. In an effort at a more com-

plete analysis, he states that

A balanced understanding of a social movement is
thus contingent on giving equal consideration to
the strategies and tactics it develops and em-
ploys for the purpose of acting upon its social
environment so as to advance its interests (20,
p. 23).

The strategy and tactics a given movement employs are

important for a variety of reasons. Wilson (24) devotes an

entire chapter of his text to them. He attributes the fol-

lowing characteristics to the tactics of a social movement:

the movement's success as measured by the effectiveness of

its tactics, its meaning for the majority of movement parti-

cipants as defined by its tactics, and its recognition by

the general public as identified by its tactics. He gives

two reasons for the importance of tactics to movement identi-

fy. One reason lies in their fascination. The public is

fascinated by the "ambiguous threat to normal social rela-

tions" (24, p. 227) posed by social movements. Also, it is

intrigued with the novel ideas presented by the social move-

ment. Secondly, and perhaps more importantly, the tactics

may be the movement. Some social movements may be no more

than the tactics they use to present their cause to the

public.
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Lauer (16) adds another reason for the importance of

tactics to movements; they can condition a movement's ability

to recruit and hold members (16, p. XXI). The importance of

a movement's choice of tactics is not only confined to its

members, though. Lipsky (17) lists four constituencies to

which movements must appeal through their tactics: 1. their

own organizational base, i.e. members; 2. the communications

media; 3. "third parties," those members of the public who

are not members of the movement, but hopefully will respond

sympathetically to the aims of the movement; and 4. target

groups, those capable of granting goals. Therefore tactics

are important for membership as they give meaning to the

movement, condition recruitment, and determine degrees of

commitment. Further, a movement's particular choice of

tactics is important with reference to its social environ-

ment, i.e., the communications media, "third parties," and

target groups, because tactics identify a movement and may

lend or withhold legitimacy to a movement.

Heberle recognized the significance of tactics in stating

that the strategy and tactics of a movement will: 1. deter-

mine its legitimacy; 2. determine whether or not the move-

ment engages in coalitions or conflicts with other movements;

and 3. determine whether or not controversies result in

segmentation or factionalism (12, pp. 362-365).

In 1975, in The Strategy of Social Protest, Gamson (7)

suggested that seven variables were related to the success

or failure of a social movement: bureaucratization,
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centralization, use of selective incentives, use of violence,

recipience of violence, displacement-type goals, that is,

goals that seek to destroy or replace adversaries, and fac-

tionalism. Three of these, use of selective incentives, use

of violence, and recipience of violence, may be classified

as tactics. The last of these, recipience of violence, does

not appear to be a tactic deliberately chosen by social move-

ments but, it may at times be a useful one. Movements may

deliberately choose to be the recipents of violence in order

to gain sympathy for their cause. They may use these violent

acts to dramatize and justify their appeals to third parties

and target groups. For example, when NARAL displays coat

hangers and pictures of the horrors of back-alley butchers,

it is attempting to gain sympathy from the public and law-

makers for those women who must resort to such violent meth-

ods of abortion.

Social movements have available to them a choice of

three major strategies and tactics. The three strategies

are: persuasion, bargaining, and coercion. Persuasion is

the art by which a movement utilizes symbols to demonstrate

how its plan of action meshes with the values of the target

group, those capable of granting goals. For example, members

of the pro-abortion movement attempt to persuade the govern-

ment, as a target group, that making abortion legal will

follow in the American tradition of the right to freedom of

choice. And members of the anti-abortion movement seek to

persuade government officials that respect for the sanctity
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of life should be returned to its rightful place in the

constellation of American values.

Bargaining occurs when the social movement has some-

thing of value and is willing to exchange it with the target

group in return for the granting of some of its goals. The

pro-and anti-abortion forces will give votes and campaign

contributions in exchange for a pro-or anti-abortion stance

on legislation related to abortion.

Coercion is considered negative bargaining, in which the

social movement presents some kind of threat to the target

group. As an example, certain members of the anti-abortion

movement may "trash" (burn or vandalize) abortion clinics in

an effort to stop the practice of abortion.

In some instances the strategy chosen will determine the

tactic used. A movement or countermovment that adopts per-

suation as its chosen strategy would be required to select

the politics of order, thus avoiding the appearance of vio-

lence or threat to their target groups. They cannot hope to

gain legitimacy with those agencies that they seek to utilize

in gaining their goals if they threaten those agencies. The

anti-abortion movement cannot get Congressmen to pass anti-

abortion legislation if it "trashes" Congressional offices.

The three tactics outlined by Wilson are: politics of

order, politics of disorder, and politics of violence. In

the politics of order, social movements use legal means of

attaining their goals. They operate through the courtroom,

legislatures, and mass media. The politics of disorder
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involves the use of such direct action techniques as sit-ins,

demonstrations, economic boycotts, and rent strikes. The

politics of violence includes mob demonstrations, bombings,

and physical assaults (24, p. 229). Violence may also

include the use of ridicule or rudeness to shock or embarass

public officials.

Movements that choose persuasion as a strategy would be

likely to choose the politics of order as a tactic, as they

would hope to present an organized, peaceful front to the

target groups. Thus, the pro-abortionists worked through

the courts to decriminalize the practice of abortion. Those

movements choosing bargaining as a strategy would be most

likely to select the politics of disorder. For example, both

pro-and anti-abortion forces hold demonstrations on Capitol

Hill in Washington, D.C., on January 22, the anniversary of

the Supreme Court decision legalizing abortion, the pros in

thanksgiving and the antis in protest. Violence, of course,

goes with coercion. Trashing abortion clinics is an example

of this type of tactic.

Various strategies and tactics are thus available to

movements and countermovements. They are vital elements of

those movements. Any study of social movements should be

aware of the available strategies and tactics. It should

also attempt to analyze the chosen strategy and tactics of

the movements under study. Therefore an attempt was made to

designate which strategy and tactic was chosen by the major
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pro-choice and anti-abortion movements, and to link these

with the major organization in each movement.

Choice of Movement and
Countermovement Organizations

The movements chosen for this investigation were the

pro-and anti-abortion movements, and the two oganizations

chosen as representative of those movements were the pro-

choice National Abortion Rights Action League (NARAL) and

the anti-abortion National Right to Life Committee (NRLC).

These two organizations were chosen because they were the

major organizations involved in the abortion issue. Various

other organizations were at work within the movement and

countermovement. They included such pro-choice organizations

as the National Organization for Women, Planned Parenthood,

and National Abortion Federation, and such anti-abortion

organizations as Baptists for Life, National Youth Pro-Life

Coalition, and Pro-Life Obstetricians and Gynecologists.

Nonetheless NARAL and NRLC received the bulk of media cover-

age. These two organizations are the major advocates on

either side of the abortion controversy. Various writers

have described them as the leading or major organizations in

the abortion movement (6, 9, 22). These two specific organi-

zations have received so much news coverage since 1973 that

they have at times been given their own headings in the

Readers' Guide to Periodical Literature. The length of

time that they have been in existence (NARAL since 1969 and

NRLC since 1973), the number of members (organization figures
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place membership in the tens of thousands), and the amount

of financial support (millions of dollars) place them at the

fore fro nt of t he pro- a nd ant i- abort io n mov ements. Thi s com-

bination of factors means that they are the best known, most

visible, and most vocal organizations in the movements.

The positions from which each of these two organiza-

tions must work creates an inportant contrast between their

approaches. In the 1960s, NARAL worked for the repeal of

restrictive abortion statutes, and was successful in four

states - Alaska, Hawaii, New York, and Washington (11). In

1973, the Supreme Court handed down the Roe v. Wade and Doe

v. Bolton decisions, national decisions that were applicable

to all states. Henceforth NARAL's work would be to ensure

that individual states conformed to the national decision by

removing the laws that restricted the practice of abortion.

But in that year a countermovement arose, NRLC. This

countermovement shifted the fight arena from the judicial

to the legislative branch. This shift in arenas caused a

corresponding shift in strategy and tactics on the part of

NARAL. It woul d, in subsequent encounters with NRLC, find

itself in the position of reacting to changes brought about

by NRLC. That is, it would now assume the position of a

countermovement.

The shift from the judicial to the legislative branch

occurred in 1976. By that time NRLC had become a well-organi-

zed movement. Because it could not achieve its goal of a

constitutional amendment banning all abortion, it shifted
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to legislation that would restrict abortions. NRLC thus be-

came the movement, promoting large-scale change in the social

order (24). NARAL became the countermovement, responding

to the perceived success of the movement. While working to

ensure the right to freedom of choice, it watched that right

erode through Congressional acts advocated by NRLC. This

resulted in their decision to shift strategy and tactics.

Procedure

This research was designed to be a limited, exploratory

study of a movement and its corresponding countermovement.

It was a study of how a movement responded to its social

environment and soci al change. Through an exploration of the

pro-and anti-abortion movements, it analyzed how a movement

reacted to organized opposition, or social change, in the

form of a countermovement, and it analyzed the strategy and

tactics that the two movements chose in seeking to attain

their goals in the social environment of the United States

between 1973 and 1981.

To set the stage for the pro and anti-abortion move-

ments of the 1970s, a history of the abortion controversy in

the United States from 1800 to 1981 was briefly reviewed.

Barbara Hayler (11) wrote a brief, but thorough review essay

on the history of that controversy. Her essay was used as

the basis for the review in Chapter Two of this thesis.

Also several opinion polls were presented in the chapter on
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public awareness to determine if the climate of public

opinion had changed discernibly over the period surveyed.

Many times the character of the members of a movement

will determine the fate of that movement. If the members

view the movement cause as important, they will work for its

success. If the members are committed to the success of the

movement's cause, they will work long and hard to ensure that

success. These factors will determine whether or not the

movement continues to exist and whether or not it succeeds or

fails. Because membership is a vital part of any movement,

the characteristics of the members of the two organizations

were analyzed to discover the characteristics of people who

became members of pro-or anti-abortion organizations. Donald

Granburg's (8) survey of members of the two organizations is

the only comprehensive study that has examined these two or-

ganizations. It is very detail ed and was employed to shed

light on their major constituents.

In order to determine the particular ideology and pro-

fessed strategy and tactics of the two organizations (NARAL

and NRLC), organizational newsletters and publications were

examined. Those newsletters and publications were used as

the official statements of the two organizations' ideology,

what they were hoping to accomplish, and their strategy and

tactics, the tools they said they were going to use to achieve

those goals. The brochures and pamphlets published by the

two organizations also revealed part of their strategy for

appealing to new members.
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As movements often times have to appeal to third par-

ties in seeking to gain legitimacy and attain goals, the pub-

1ic image of the two organizations was analyzed. Articles

from a newspaper, The New York Times, and from newsmagazines,

especially Time, Newsweek, and U.S. News and World Report,

were used to describe the publicly revealed strategy and tac-

tics chosen by NARAL and NRLC. The New York Times was chosen

because of its widespread distribution throughout the United

States and also because of its large circulation (887,211

papers daily). The three most popular news magazines (Time,

circulation 4.5 million; Newsweek, 3.5 million; and U.S. News

and World Report, 2.5 million) were chosen for the same rea-

son. These articles were analyzed in an attempt to discover

which strategy and tactics the pro-choice and anti-abortion

movements employed in building their public image.

Movements must also appeal to target groups, those

groups from whom the movement seeks answers to its demands.

In appealing to these groups, movements will utilize certain

strategies and tactics. The Book of the States, Congression-

al Quarterly, and news articles were reviewed to discover

which strategy and tactics the organizations chose in seeking

to build political effectiveness in the political arena.

Further, the Book of the States was used to trace the

change or lack of change in abortion laws since 1973. It was

used to determine the number of states that had reformed

abortion laws since the 1973 Supreme Court decision and the

extent of that reform. Reviewing state laws on abortion from
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the Book of the States was done to determine if laws were be-

ing changed and whether the changes were in a liberal or

conservative direction. As a result of NARAL efforts and

the 1973 Supreme Court decisions, many states liberalized

their laws on abortion. During the intervening years, from

1973 to 1980, very little was done concerning abortion.

Since 1980, some states have begun to restrict abortion

rights. The purpose was to discover the general trend of,

rather than specific, state statutes concerning abortion

since 1973.

Lastly, Tahi L. Mottl 's (19) propositions on movements

and countermovements and William Gamson's (7) ideas on sin-

gle-issue demands groups were utilized as tools in analyzing

countermovement organizations and the efficancy of single de-

mands groups. This analysis was done to point out that

countermovements, if they are an element of a movement's

social environment, are a necessary part of any study of that

effort. The countermovement was analyzed through Mottl's

propositions in an effort to understand the actions of the

movement.

As many writers point to the single-issue nature of the

pro-and anti-abortion movements, it was decided to analyze

this element of the controversy. Because multiple-issue

groups were not included, this was not a comparative study,

but rather a brief look at the effectiveness of two single-

issue organizations in the United States' social and politi-

cal environment.
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CHAPTER II

HISTORY AND DESCRIPTION OF THE

ABORTION MOVEMENT IN THE UNITED STATES

This chapter traces the history of the pro-choice and

anti-abortion movements in the United States from their in-

ception to 1981. It also describes the character and nature

of the two organizations that have become the leading advo-

cates on either side of the movement.

It begins with a brief description of the history of

the practice of abortion. Certain medical practices have

historically raised ethical and moral questions. Abortion

is one such practice. The controversy concerning the prac-

tice of abortion has gone through three stages: 1800-1900,

1900-1973, and 1973-1981.

The description includes those people who are members

of each organization, the ideology that serves as the frame-

work for each organization, and the strategy and tactics

that each chose to obtain their goals. Later chapters de-

scribe the public and political images of the two organiza-

tions. This chapter presents only the professed images of

the two groups as they were presented in organization pam-

phlets and newsletters and as they were documented in
Granberg's 1980 (8) survey on the two organizations.
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Genesis of Abortion Controversy
1800-1900

Various studies have linked the practices of abortion

and birth control to public policy (2, 11). These studies

showed that when there were few restrictive laws, these prac-

tices were widespread. Many religious groups even viewed

early abortion as a viable means of birth control. Further,

these studies documented that public policy and abortion, as

well as other birth control practices, were affected by

society's attitudes towards women.

In the early 1800s, abortion was a common method of

birth control. White, married, Protestant, native-born

women of the middle and upper classes practiced abortion as

a form of birth control. These groups accounted for its

widespread use after 1840 (11). But during the late 1800s a

controversy arose over the practice of abortion. G. J.

Barker-Benfield (2) and James C. Mohr (11) attributed the

controversy to two occurrences that took place at that time

in American society.

The move to professionalize the practice of medicine

was one cause of the abortion controversy. American Medical

Association-affiliated doctors wanted to replace midwives

with regular physicians. The other cause was a growing na-

tivist sentiment among physicians and legislators. Physi-

cians and legislators both intimated that the continued use

of abortion by white, Anglo-Saxon, Protestant women would

cause native-born Americans to be outnumbered by inferior
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immigrants. Hence, in the late 1800s, the practice of abor-

tion became a crime.

Mohr argues that the most important element in the crimi-

nalization of abortion was not Catholic opposition to the

practice, but rather the Protestants' fear of being outnum-

bered by the Catholics. As the contemporary anti-abortion

movement is characterized as a Catholic-sponsored movement,

it is interesting to note that Mohr described the pre-1900

anti-abortion movement as "a virulent, undisguised, and

apparently effective anti-Catholism" (10, p. 311).

Abortion as a Political Issue
1900-1973

By 1900 almost every state had adopted restrictive

abortion statutes. Thus prohibitive abortion statutes became

the national policy and all states restricted the practice

of abortion.

Abortion became a political issue in the 1960s with the

advent of the feminist movement which advocated a broad range

of freedoms for American women, including the right to con-

trol their reproductive processes. A specific movement arose

calling for the reform--and later, repeal--of restrictive

abortion statutes. The movement combined three separate

social and political concerns:

The consequences of criminally punishing abortion;
state-imposed restrictions on the provision of med-
ical care and the dangers of illegal abortions; and
feminist assertions of the right of all women to
control their reproductive capacities and thus to
have access to safe, legal abortion (10, p.313).
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As a result of a changing social and political climate,

a few states adopted "near-repeal" legislation. The women's

movement differentiated between reform, which would have

meant some state regulation, and repeal, which would have

meant abortion on demand (4, p. 276). The Book of the States

(5) for the years 1972-1973 gives the following description

of state laws on abortion:

Thirty states and Puerto Rico permit abortion
only to save the life of the pregnant woman.
Pennsylvania prohibits illegal abortions but
does not define "illegal." Alabama, Massachu-
settes, and the District of Columbia permit
abortion when necessary to save either the life
or health of the woman, and Mississippi permits
abortion to save the life of the woman and in
cases of forcible or statutory rape. Twelve
States - Arkansas, California, Colorado, Delaware,
Georgia, Kansas, Maryland, New Mexico, North
Carolina, Oregon, South Carolina, and Virginia -
follow, in main, the American Law Institute's
model abortion act. Under this model, abortion
is permitted when the continuance of the preg-
nancy would gravely impair the physical or mental
health of the woman, the child would be born
with grave physical or mental defects; or the
pregnancy resulted from rape, incest, or other
felonious intercourse, including illicit inter-
course with a girl below the age of 16. Of the
laws of these twelve States, those of South
Carolina and Virginia were adopted in 1970. The
most liberal abortion laws are those of the
States of Alaska, Hawaii, New York, and Washing-
ton. These laws all adopted in 1970 except for
the Washington law which was passed in 1971, do
not require specific reasons before an abortion
may be performed, but leave the decision to the
woman and her doctor. Of the four, the New York
law is the only one that does not have a residence
requirement. It might be noted that in actual
practice, abortion laws in some states and the
District of Columbia are being interpreted quite
liberally (5, p. 404-405).
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Pro-choice and Anti-abortion Conflict
1973-1981

In 1973, the Supreme Court handed down two historic

decisions, Roe v. Wade and Doe v. Bolton, which eradicated

all previous restrictions on abortions within the first two

trimesters of pregnancy. These two decisions permitted the

State to intervene in the practice of abortion only to the

extent of establishing requirements on who might perform

abortions and where they could perform them. The decision

clearly stated no other restrictions could be placed on

either the decision or the practice of abortion. During the

third trimester, the State might intervene to protect the

fetus, but an abortion could still be performed if the life

or health of the mother was endangered (6, p. 397). As a

result of these decisions the pro-choice movement shifted

from working for the repeal of restrictive legislation to

insuring that state laws conformed to the Supreme Court

decisions. The organization wanted to make sure that safe,

legal abortions were available to all women. Consequently,

the major pro-choice organization changed its name from "Na-

tional Association for the Repeal of Abortion Laws" to the

"National Abortion Rights Action League."

But the pro-choice movement was to find that its future

efforts on behalf of abortion rights were not to be ones that

would be as easily and swiftly handled as that of the Supreme

Court decision. Said Justice Blackmun, author of the abortion

decision, of the Court's opinion: " I still think it was a
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correct decision. We were deciding a constitutional issue,
not a moral one" (7, p. A3). The pro-choice organization,

NARAL, agreed with his statement and was willing to work for
the right to maintain the privilege of abortion on demand.

But there were others in American society, notably the Na-

tional Right to Life Committee, Inc. (NRLC), who disagreed

thoroughly with his statement and were willing to fight to
abolish the privilege of abortion on demand.

Thus in the course of working to ensure the right of
abortion on demand and to abolish restrictive state laws,
NARAL encounted organized opposition. A countermovement.,

calling itself the Right to Life Committee, arose to fight

for the rights of the unborn. The presence of this counter-

movement virtually insured that the original movement would

have to also fight for the right of freedom of choice.

Membership

The most current description of NARAL and NRLC members
is derived from a 1980 questionaire distributed by Donald

Granberg (8). He surveyed 472 members of NARAL and 426

members of NRLC who answered various demographic, fertility,

religious, and moral conservatism questions. Because this

survey permitted the members of each organization to describe
themselves, and because the author of the survey attempted
to correct for any sampling errors where they were apparent,
it can be seen as a valid description of the members of the

two organizations.
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Demographic and Social-Status Characteristics

Both organizations were decidedly female, although

NRLC had a larger male membership (thirty-seven percent as

compared to twenty-two percent in NARAL). Slightly over

one-half (fifty-five percent) of NARAL members were married,

while eighty-seven percent of NRLC members were married. A

larger percentage of NARAL members were divorced (fifteen

percent) and never-married (twenty-six percent) than NRLC

members (two percent and nine percent respectively). NARAL

members tended to come from the younger (twenty-three percent

were thirty and younger) and older (fourteen percent were

sixty-five and older) age categories, while NRLC members

were middle-aged (forty-five percent were thirty-one to

forty-five and thirty-four percent were forty-six to sixty-

four). NARAL members tended to be better educated with

thirty-seven percent having a college degree and forty-six

percent having an advanced degree. Only one-fourth of NRLC

members had a college degree and only one-third had an ad-

vanced degree. Both groups were overwhelmingly white (nine-

ty-eight percent) and both viewed themselves as middle class

(seventy-seven percent of NARAL members and seventy-two

percent of NRLC members). Thirty-eight percent of NARAL

members classified themselves as urban residents, and twenty-

five percent of NRLC members said they were urban residents.

But twenty-three percent of NRLC members classified them-

selves as rural residents, with only twelve percent of NARAL

members reporting rural residency.
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Fertility Patterns

Members of NRLC came from larger families (an average

of 3.5 siblings), and had larger families (an average of 3.4

children). Their view of the ideal number of children was

also greater (3.7). Members of NARAL had an average of 2.0

siblings, 1.3 children, and saw 2.0 as the ideal number of

children (8, p. 159).

Members of NRLC were more likely to have wanted a baby

and been unable to get pregnant (twenty-two percent as com-

pared to eight percent of NARAL members), to have had a mis-

carriage (thirty-five percent as compared to seventeen

percent of NARAL members), and to have had an unplanned preg-

nancy (sixty-five percent as compared to forty-five percent

of NARAL members). Members of NARAL were more likely to have

had an unwanted pregnancy (thirty-four percent compared to

twenty-eight percent of NRLC members), to have used birth

control pills (seventy-two percent as compared to forty-four

percent of NRLC members), to have had or had a partner who

had had a sterilization operation (twenty-eight percent

compared to twelve percent of NRLC members), and to have had

an abortion (thirty-two percent as compared to three percent

of NRLC members) (8, p. 160-161).

Religious Differences

The religious factor was illustrated by religious

affiliation, importance of religion in one's life, and fre-

quency of attendance at religious services. NRLC had an
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overwhelmingly large Catholic membership: seventy percent

Catholic, twenty percent Protestant, zero percent Jewish,

one percent Atheist, zero percent Agnostic, and nine percent

other. NARAL's membership was more widely distributed

across the religious spectrum, and it was decidedly non-

Catholic. Religious affiliation for NARAL was: four percent

Catholic, twenty-five percent Protestant, seventeen percent

Jewish, fifteen percent Atheist, twenty-five percent Agnos-

tic, and fourteen percent other (8, p. 160).

NRLC members were more likely to view religion as being

an important factor in their lives, with fifty-nine percent

classifying it as extremely important, while only one percent

said it was not important at all. On the other hand, forty

percent of NARAL members said it was not important at all,

and only eight percent said it was extremely important.

Eighty-six percent of NRLC members attended church once a

week or more, while only nine percent of NARAL members did.

But fifty percent of the members of NARAL never attended

church, and only two percent of NRLC members never attended

(8, p. 160).

Granberg (8) makes a very interesting observation con-

cerning the decidedly Catholic character of the NRLC. While

he concedes that not all Catholics are opposed to abortion

and that not all those opposed to abortion are Catholic, he

believes that one could make a strong argument in support

of designating the Catholic church "the sine qua non of the

anti-abortion movement in the United States" (8, p. 160).
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In fact, he goes so far as to suggest that "without the

Catholic church, there might not have been the emergence of

a significant anti-abortion movement in the United States

in the 1970s" (8, p. 160).

Moral Conservatism

The following items were used as indicators of moral

conservatism: attitudes toward sex education in public

schools, birth control information for teenagers, easy or

difficult access to divorce, premarital sexual relations,

extramarital sexual relations, homosexual relations, and

sterilization. Seventy-seven percent of the members of

NARAL favored sex education in public schools, while only

five percent of NRLC members did. When asked if birth con-

trol information should be available to teenagers, ninety-

nine percent of NARAL members said yes and fifty percent of

NRLC members said yes, with parental consent. Fifty-three

percent of NARAL members said access to divorce should be

easier, while eighty percent of NRLC members said it should

be more difficult. On questions concerning premarital sex,

ninety-four percent of NARAL members said it was wrong only

sometimes, or not at all, and eighty-seven percent of NRLC

members said it was always or almost always wrong. Fifty-

three percent of NARAL members said extramarital sex was

only sometimes or not at all wrong, while ninety-nine percent

of NRLC members said it was always or almost always wrong.

Eighty-seven percent of NARAL members saw little wrong with
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homosexual relationships, but ninety-six percent of NRLC

members saw them as wrong. And while ninety-nine percent of

NARAL members viewed sterilization as wrong only sometimes or

not all, fifty-one percent of NRLC members said it was wrong

only sometimes, or not at all, while forty-nine percent said

that it was always or almost always wrong (8, p. 161-62).

Composite of Organizations' Members

From the foregoing comparison of the character of

the two organizations' members, one can draw a composite

picture of the type of person likely to be a member of each

organ i zat ion.

A member of NARAL is likely to be an urban, well-edu-

cated, white, middle-class female, who is either young or

old, either Protestant or Agnostic, not very religious, but

very liberal in attitudes toward sex, and who comes from and

advocates a small family. A member of NRLC is likely to be

a married, white, middle-class, Catholic female, who has had

some college, views religion as an extremely important factor

in her life, holds very conservative attitudes toward sex,

and who comes from and advocates a large family.

Ideology

Wilson defines an ideology as a social movement's be-

liefs concerning the nature of the social world, and which

contains prescriptions delineating actions to be taken to

ensure the existence of certain social arrangements (24, p.

91). A movement's ideology also contains goals, strategies
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and tactics for attaining those goals, and symbols that

serve as signs of commitment to the movement members, as

well as, outsiders.

NARAL 's ideology very simply follows the above descrip-

tion of a movement ideology. In a pamphlet entitled "It's

your choice now, but . . ." (12) NARAL states its ideology

in one sentence:

Recognizing the basic human right of a woman to
limit her own reproduction, NARAL is dedicated
to the elimination of all laws and practices
that would compel any woman to bear a child
against her will.

NRLC's ideology is not stated so succinctly. In a

newsletter entitled "The services of the National Right to

Life Committee, Inc. (14), NRLC is identified as

A non-profit corporation, governed by fifty-three
directors -- one from each state, and the Dis-
trict of Colombia, and at-large members -- which
seeks to protect human life through an amendment
to the United States Constitution. In addition
to this primary legislative goal, NRLC is dedica-
ted to restoring respect for the sanctity of a
human life -- from conception to death -- to the
center of the constellation of American values.

In an early monthly newsletter (15), NRLC stated its

strategy for attaining those goals. (Its)

Fundamental purpose is to build a strong national
organization with supporting state and local or-
ganizations which will work to foster and restore
respect and digntiy for all Human Life from the
moment of fertilization until natural death.

The programs of both organizations directly address

human rights issues. The one (NARAL) speaks for "Choice--a

woman's right to choose and a child's right to be wanted."

The other (NRLC) speaks for the right of all people, the
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unborn, retarded, comatose, and elderly, to enjoy the dignity

of human life. Herein lies the opposition between the two

organizations and a clue as to their choice of strategy and

tactics.

Strategy and Tactics

When NARAL came into existence in the 1960s and when it

became an organized social movement in 1969, no organized

opposition existed. Consequently, NARAL could. choose its own

arena and could also choose freely from available strategies

and tactics. Its chosen strategy was persuasion, to bring

about the repeal of restrictive abortion statutes on the

state level, its chosen arena the courts, and its chosen

tactic civil litigation.

In 1973 the U. S. Supreme Court handed down decisions

in two cases: Roe v. Wade and Doe v. Bolton. It was no

longer a question of repealing state laws. The Supreme Court

had done that for NARAL in reaching decisions that, in ef-

fect, repealed all restrictive state laws. Hence their stra-

tegy changed from an effort to repeal laws to an effort to

ensure that states conformed to the national decision. Their

tactic remained the same - court litigation to bring about

compliance with the national interpretation of the federal

Constitution.

But in 1973 NARAL was to confront something totally

new - organized opposition. NRLC came into existence in

1973 with a simple strategy and a vast array of tactics for
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implementing that strategy. From their countermovement posi-

tion, they were required to react to the success of the ini-

tial social movement. That success was the Supreme Court

decisions. Their strategy to counter that success was a

proposed Constitutional amendment--the Human Life Amendment.

This amendment would guarantee protection of all Human Life.

In order to achieve their goal, members of NRLC were exhorted

to become socially, politically, and educationally active.

Dr. and Mrs. J. C. Willke's Handbook on Abortion is a veri-

table gold mine of NRLC tactices.

The foll owi ng excerpts are presented as illustrations

of how the members were taught to be socially active. It is

The badge of membership of the concerned citizens
who are its members to be active in working for
many other social causes. Particularly those
areas relating to adoption, defective and abused
children and their care (22, p. 195).

One recommended way for Right to Life members to be socially

active is by helping Birthright groups (22, p. 189). Birth-

right is an organization dedicated to helping women with

problem pregnancies find alternatives to abortion. Other

social activities include obtaining knowledge about political

candidates, publicizing the abortion stands of political

candidates, and making candidates aware of members' views on

related issues and legislation (322, p. 196).

NRLC used several political tactics. The organization

was involved in the legislative repeal of New York's liberal

abortion law, the failure of Michigan's Proposition B, a pro-

posal to repeal the state's 126-year old abortion law,
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Representative Lawrence J. Hogan's proposed constitutional

amendment on human life, and various other anti-abortion

proposals that were in both houses of Congress (18).

They supported the Hyde Amendment which prohibited

federally-funded organizations, such as Medicaid, from using

funds for abortions. During the 1976 Presidential primaries,

one woman entered the race for the Democratic Presidential

nomination. Ellen McCormick was known as the one-issue candi-

date, abortion and the rights of the unborn. She raised

enough money to qualify for federal funds and Secret Service

protection. She polled enough votes in the Massachusetts

primary to get one convention delegate (17).

Political activities that have been suggested as viable

for the NRLC Political Action Committees are: endorsing and

actively supporting candidates for public office, voting, and

letter-writing.

Letters, write letters, write letters. Mark off
each Tuesday on your kitchen calendar. After
you've written that week's letter, cross it off.Do this and keep doing it until the Human Life
Amendment passes or you reverse your nation's
pro-abortion law ( 2, p. 202).

In the educational sphere, perhaps the most widely tout-

ed book is one authored by Dr. and Mrs. J. C. Willke and en-

titled "How To Teach The Pro-Life Story." This book contains

a wealth of information for members of the movement who are

interested in teaching about the issues and concerned about

the proper way to approach them. A listing of the chapters

highlights the range of material covered. Chapter One, "How
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to Teach the Pro-Life Story", gives detailed instructions on

what methods are the best to use and on how to make these

methods work in the most effective way. For example, members
are instructed on the proper sequencing of slide show pres-
entations of the fetus. The first slide should show the

fetus at fourteen weeks because it looks more like a "human

baby," and subsequent slides can move backward to earlier

stages of development. By presenting the fetus in this man-
ner, the instructor has already implanted the image of a
baby in the viewers' minds (23, pp. 7-9).

Other chapters are equally enlightening. For example,

the chapter on "Semantics" points to the effects a few well-

chosen words may have.

It is well to recall one of the top pro-abortion
propagandist's analysis of the defeat of the Mich-igan abortion referendum. "Semantics destroyed
us, he said. "They call themselves pro-life,
that makes us against life," and he protested hereally wasn't (23, p. 24).

Instead of saying reform of abortion laws, Right to Lifers

are told to use phrases such as the permissive laws, abolish-

ment of all controls, and denial of the unborn child's right
to life. Members of the movement should always speak of the

"baby" rather than embryo, fetus, or product of conception.

Invoking the word "kill" is the strongest language of all.

Termination of pregnancy, interruption of preg-nancy, retroactive conception, are all verbalgymnastics behind which to hide. Induced abortion
is more accurate. Killing the human life withinthe mother, killing the human fetus or most tothe point, killing the unborn baby directly facethe issue, and therefore are the most accurate
and preferable terms to use (23, p. 24-36).
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Subsequent chapters give information on a broad range

of materials--slides and filmstrips, exhibits, television

pictures, books, brochures and reprints, billboards, posters,

bumper stickers, envelope stickers and decals, tapes, movies,

jewelry, lapel buttons, newspaper ads, and miscellaneous

items--how to use them most effectively, and how to obtain

them. Thus one can see that the educational arm of the

Right to Life movement has arrived at a very detailed stra-

tegy and made it operative by defining explicit tactics.

This social movement uses all three types of tactics

available to movements: the politics of order, the politics

of disorder, and the politics of violence (24, p. 229). One

clear example of the politics of order is that of using

presidential candidates to serve group interests.

Candidates are excellent vehicles for promoting
specific issues or general ideological orienta-
tions. Ellen McCormick, the Long Island house-
wife, who was the eleventh presidential primary
candidate to qualify for matching federal funds,
entered the race in order to popularize the
"Right to Life" antiabortion viewpoint. Stale-
mented in Congress on a proposed constitutional
amendment, checkmated by Supreme Court decisions
upholding the right to abortion, the Right to
Life movement decided to use the public financing
component of the 1974 campaign finance laws as away to fund prime-time prolife television commer-
cials. As Georgia's Right to Life chairman, JayBowman, explained it, "She's not a serious candi-
date. But she can get equal time (on television)
for the prolife message - and she can get the
federal government to pay for it" (9, p. 125).

A graphic example of the politics of disorder occurred in

New York in early 1972, when the legislature was considering

repealing New York's liberal abortion law. Busloads of NRLC
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members moved into Albany to demonstrate against abortion.

Encountering a couple of abortion advocates, some of whom

carried signs identifying themselves as "Catholics for Legal

Abortion" the NRLC members began to scream "Murderer! Murder-

er!" The legislature did repeal the law (18, p. 27).

It would be a mistake to conclude that NRLC relied sole-

ly on the politics of order as illustrated by their presiden-

tial campaign, and the politics of disorder, as illustrated

by their demonstrations. While the organization had publicly

disavowed any knowledge of or participation by members in the

trashing of abortion clinics, this following episode illus-

trated that the politics of violence was linked in the

public's eye to NRLC.

Two years ago, the St. Paul, Minnesota, diocesan
newspaper conducted an editorial campaign against
a local planned parenthood/abortion clinic, label-
ing it "Little Dachau". Not long afterward, the
clinic was fired upon and burned. Patients and
staff have subsequently been harassed, and this
past April, windows were broken and epithets
(killers) scribbled on the outside walls (21,
p. 15).

Because there is no direct evidence to substantiate the claim

that this is a sanctioned NRLC tactic, further discussion.of

this issue will be reserved for the chapter on the public's

image of the two organizations. The example was included

here to illustrate that a movement might engage in all three

types of tactics as outlined by Wilson (24). Sociologists

distinguish between social movements and social movement

organizations. Social movements are seen as the attitudes

and actions of an entire group of people that are aimed at
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social change. A social movement organization is that com-

ponent of the movement that is formally constituted and

organized. While sociologists may make this distinction, the

public does not always do so. Hence they may view members

of the movement as agents of the organization, which may not

necessarily be the case.

Thwarted in its efforts to obtain Congressional appro-

val of a Human Life amendment, NRLC changed its strategy in

1976. Its new strategy centered around restricting abortion

in as many areas as possible. Its main strategy became in-

volvement in Congressional and Presidential elections. Mem-

bers would vote only for those candidates who agreed with

them on the single issue of abortion. Granberg (8) suggests

that this may be important to the success of the abortion

movement because "there would seem to be some strategic

advantage to the group which had the higher percentage of

single-issue voters" (8, p. 163). His study showed that

members of NRLC were more likely to be single-issue voters

than were members of NARAL (8, p. 163).

This shift in strategy and tactics on the part of NRLC

required a subsequent shift by NARAL. Although it was not

readily apparent at first, it was soon to become so. In 1976

Karen Mulhauser, NARAL's Executive Director, did not see

abortion as a decisive campaign issue (20, p. 14). But in

1979 the organization came up with the slogan "I'm pro-choice

and I vote." According to an article entitled "The Abortion

Battle Heats Up", "they (NARAL) are recognizing what the anti-
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abortion factions have known for a while - that the battle

can be fought in the courts and in legislatures, but the war

will be won or lost in the political arena" (3, p.41).

A pamphlet (12) illustrated this shift in strategy and

tactics. In it, NARAL is said to be

The only national membership organization which
devotes one-hundred percent of its resources to
lobbying to keep abortion a safe, legal alterna-
tive for those who choose it. We at NARAL are
spearheading the battle to prevent enforced preg-
nancy, a return to back-alley butchery of illegal
abortions, and a loss of our personal liberties.
Our opposition is powerful, but with your help,
we can continue an offensive that can stop the
anti-abortion forces in their tracks.

Under two headings, "NARAL Acts" and "What You Can Do," the

organization outlined its strategy and tactics. "NARAL Acts"

was an outline of the political action plan. This political

action plan included many elements:

1. Congressional lobbying: NARAL maintained a staffof lobbyists to check on legislation, to brief Congressmen,
and to testify on abortion and related issues before Congres-
sional hearings.

2. Grassroots affiliates: NARAL worked to establish
local organizations in order to promote political awareness
and build political action groups.

3. Field representatives: NARAL trained personnel incommunity organization, public speaking, use of the media,
and the politics of elections.

4. Membership alerts: NARAL established a network bywhich they could alert members to current legislation andencourage members to make their pro-choice stance known to
federal and state lawmakers.

5. Other groups: NARAL worked with other pro-choicegroups, such as the National Organization of Women.

6. Speakers Bureau: NARAL utliized this technique,
along with public information programs, to educate the citi-
zenry on abortion and related issues.
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7. Fact Sheets: NARAL published fact sheets and re-search papers to disseminate information on abortion and
related issues.

Under the section entitled "What You Can Do," NARAL

explained how the individual could assist in the pro-choice

battle. There were two tactics: gaining financial support

and concerted political activity. It stressed the importance

of contributions because ninty-five percent of its money came

from individuals. Recognizing that the political arena was

the current scene of activity, it exhorted prospective mem-

bers to join the organization in order that it might help

members to know their Congressmen and Congressmen to know

their constituents' position on abortion. It urged members

to become politically aware and active.

Other NARAL tactics included house meetings, held in

private homes with concerned citizens, and postcard drives,

in which members were told to send postcards entitled "I'm

pro-choice and I vote" to their legislators. The NARAL

Foundation, sister organization of NARAL, sought to support

the goals of NARAL through training programs, educational

publications, and informational media campaigns (13).

NARAL relied mainly on the politics of order and the

politics of disorder. Backing candidates who exhibited a

pro-choice stance and conducting postcard drives are examples

of the politics of order. Examples of the politics of dis-

order were the demonstrations at the legislative chambers in

Albany, New York (18, p. 27), and the interfaith church
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service near Capitol Hill on the anniversary of the Supreme

Court decision in 1974 (19, p. 60).

As with NRLC, it would be a mistake to conclude that

NARAL would not use violence. While the examples of violence

were not as glaring as those on the part of NRLC, they were

still very harsh methods of getting a point across. They

sought to shock and embarrass Congressmen in order to illus-

trate the importance of their cause. The following episode

illustrated the use of this tactic. Karen Mulhauser, execu-

tive director of NARAL, along with twelve other members,

took two-hundred metal coat hangers to Representative Daniel

J. Flood, chairman of the House committee that had jurisdic-

tion over Medicaid funding. While conceding that the tactic

was an "emotional one," they believed that some women would

resort to this method if funds were denied (16, p.3).

NARAL began the battle for the repeal of abortion laws

in the states and through the courts. The 1973 Supreme Court

decisions and the growth of organized oposition (NRLC) did

not really change the battle, but did require a change in

strategy and tactics. NRLC began as a countermovement, re-

acting to the success of NARAL. Experiencing its own success

in election campaigns and federal restrictions on abortion

funding, it took on the guise of a movement, thus forcing

NARAL into the countermovement position. In shifting the

battle arena from the judicial arena to the legislative

arena, NRLC had forced NARAL to change strategy and tactics.

It took NARAL a while to realize that the battlefield had
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been changed. But when it finally came to that realization,

it was not hesitant to change strategy and tactics, even to

the point of adopting some of those used by the opposition.
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Chapter III

MEDIA PORTRAYAL OF THE ORGANIZATIONS

This chapter begins with a discussion of the social

environment of the two organi zat ions. National opinion polls

were used to establish the climate of public opinion on the

issue of abortion.

The nature of the social environment should work to

determine which strategies and tactics movements and counter-

movements will choose to produce social change. In an effort

to produce that social change, they will have to appeal to

the media and third parties. This chapter traces the image

of the two organizaions through their exposure in a leading

newspaper, The New York Times, and in leading newsmagazines,

especially Time, Newsweek and U.S. News and World Report.

These sources were used to draw a picture of the organiza-

tions as they were seen through the eyes of the American

public and to discover which strategy and tactics appeared

to be most effective with the media and third parties, that

is, the reference publics of protest targets (10, p. 1153).

Because news articles were used to trace that image, a

note of caution should be added here. Certain actions, such

as the "trashing of abortion clinics," were viewed by the

public to be a tactic of NRLC. NRLC repeatedly denied any

connection with these activities. But as they had become
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part of the organization's public image, they were included

here. Also, NRLC had denied any connections with the Catho-

lic church, but once again, because they were connected in

the public's mind, that connection was noted here.

Both organizations utilized the full range of stategies

(persuasion, bargaining, and coercion) and tactics (politics

of order, politics of disorder, and politics of violence)

(61, pp. 228-29) available to them in efforts to make the

public aware of their cause and sympathic to their goals. At

times, a particular strategy or tactic was grudgingly chosen

in reaction to the perceived success of the use of that stra-

tegy and tactic by the opposition.

This chapter is divided into three distinct time peri-

ods because an analysis of the actions of the two organiza-

tions showed that the organizations themselves had done just

that. The years from 1973-1975 were the period of infancy,

in which the two organizations were learning the lines of

the battlefield. NARAL had to learn to respond to organized

opposition and NRLC had to learn to be the organized opposi-

tion. The year 1976 marked a turning point for NRLC, as was

exhibited by their placing a presidential candidate in the

running. With no candidate of its own, NARAL downplayed

the importance of abortion as an election issue. 1977-1981

demonstrated the growth of political awareness on the part

of the two organizations. The controversy had moved into the

political arena and here they would stay until it was settled

one way or the other.

48
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Opinion Polls

One of the ways movement and countermovement organiza-

tions have chosen to appeal to the public has been through

media coverage. It has already been pointed out that media

coverage of the organizations was extensive enough to warrant

specific headings in the Reader's Guide to Periodical Litera-

ture. However a closer look at the nature of that coverage

was necessary to determine exactly which strategies and tac-

tics the organizations utilized in seeking visibility and

legitimacy among the media and general public. One test of

the effectivenes of strategy and tactics on the public in the

United States is the opinion poll. Hence, an examination of

early and recent polls was done.

A poll conducted in 1965 by the National Opinion Re-

search Center interviewed 1490 U.S. adults who comprised a

representative national sample. It found that fifty-eight

percent of those interviewed approved of abortion if there

was a possible defect in the child, sixty percent approved

in cases of rape, and seventy-two percent approved if the

mother's health would be jeopardized (these three were clas-

sified as "hard" reasons). In questions concerning "soft"

reasons, fifteen percent approved if no more childern were

wanted, eighteen percent approved if the mother did not want

to marry the man, and twenty-two percent approved if the

mother couldn't afford any more children. The same poll,

conducted in 1975, two years after the Supreme Court decision

in Roe v. Wade, found an average increase in approval for the
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"hard" reasons of only twenty-three percent, but an average

increase for the "soft" reasons of thirty-one percent. Those

reasons classified as "soft" were not wanting any more child-

ren, not wanting to marry the man, and not being able to

afford any more children. The percentages were

TABLE I

NATIONAL OPINION RESEARCH CENTER POLL

"Please tell me whether or not you think it should be possible
for a pregnant woman to obtain a legal abortion if...

Question Percentage

A. There is a strong chance of serious
defect in the baby - . - - - . . . . . . . . . 83.2

B. She is married and does not want
any more children - - - - . . . . . . . . . . 45.7

C. The woman's own health is seriously
endangered by the pregnancy . . . . . . . . . . 90.7

D. The family has a very low income
and cannot afford any more children . . . . . . 53.2

E. She became pregnant as a result of rape . . . . 87.7

F. She is not married and does not want
to marry the man . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 48.2

Even though there had been a sharp increase in support

for abortion right after the 1973 Supreme Court decisions,

attitudes stablized in the following years. Because of this,

Arney and Trescher concluded that the Supreme Court didn't

change public opinion; it simply legitimated it (9, p. 314).

In a brochure printed by the NARAL Foundation entitled

"Should abortion be legal? Most American voters say 'Yes'!"

(11), NARAL published the results of several national surveys.
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They placed their own pro-choice survey on the front page of

the brochure. The telephone survey was released in 1980. It

had been conducted by the Dresner and Tortorello research

firm, and it polled one thousand voters throughout the United

States. The results were

TABLE II

NATIONAL ABORTION RIGHTS ACTION
LEAGUE FOUNDATION POLL

When asked: "Do you think abortion should be legal under all
circumstances (A), permitted in some situations that you can
think of (B), or illegal in all circumstances (C)?" the
electorate responded:

Answer Percentage
A . . . . . 19

B . . . . . 64

AB . . . . . 83

C . . . . . 13

Not sure . . . . . 4

Scanning results from the other surveys showed that NARAL's

clearly was the most favorable poll of all.

Several other surveys were conducted over time. An ABC

News/Harris Survey (11), conducted in 1973, 1975, 1976, 1977,

and 1979, interviewed one-thousand to two-thousand adults

nationwide. They were asked whether they favored or opposed

the Supreme Court decision making abortion legal in the first

trimester. The results were
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TABLE III

ABC NEWS/ HARRIS SURVEY POLL

FAVOR OPPOSE NOT SURE

1979 (Feb.) 60 37 3
1977 (July) 53 40 7
1976 (Aug.) 59 28 13
1975 (April) 54 38 8
1973 (Feb.) 52 41 7

In a Gallup Poll (11) conducted in 1975, 1977, 1979, and

1980, the following question was asked of 1,948 adults

nationwide.

TABLE IV

GALLUP POLL

"Do you think abortion should be legal under any
circumstances, legal only under certain circumstances,
or illegal in all circumstances?" The results were

1980 1979 1977 1975

Legal under all 25 26 22 21
circumstances
Legal under certain 53 54 55 54
circumstances
Illegal under all 18 17 19 22
ci rcumstances
No opinion 4 3 5 3

A National Opinion Research Center poll (11) conducted

over a span of eight years, and which interviewed fifteen to

sixteen thousand adults randomly selected nationwide, derived

the following results:
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Perhaps the most controversial issue in the abortion

controversy was that of the proposed constitutional amendment

to ban abortion. This amendment would extend the full protec-

tion of the fifth and fourteenth amendments' rights to the

unborn. This would in effect make abortion an act of murder

and therefore, illegal. Two surveys found strikingly similar

results. A Cambridge Survey Research poll (11), conducted

in each of three years, found that in 1975, twenty-seven

percent were in favor of a constitutional ban on abortion,

sixty-four percent were opposed to such a ban, and nine

percent were undecided. In 1977, the percentages were:

thirty-four percent, fifty-two percent and fourteen percent

respectively. And in 1978, the percentages were thirty-four

percent, fifty-one percent, and fifteen percent respectively.

A CBS/New York Times Survey (11) conducted in 1976 found that

twenty-nine percent favored such a ban, while firty-eight

percent opposed it. Even if one took the smallest percentage

opposed to a constitutional ban on abortions (fifty-one

percent), one could easily see that it was a simple majority.

Public opinion polls thus demonstrated that the climate

of public opinion was favorable to abortion in some circum-

stances. Therefore, NARAL should have been in a stronger

position than NRLC. NARAL did not have to change public

opinion; NRLC did. Thus NRLC should have been the organiza-

tion that worked from a weaker position. But when this

study moved from the polls and Americans' attitudes on wheth-

er or not abortion should be legal to an analysis of news
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articles and the media's portrayal of the effectiveness of

the two organizations, it was found that the organization

espousing the minority opinion, the anti-abortion NRLC,

appeared to be the more vocal and stronger organization with

reference to the effectiveness of its strategy and tactics.

The Formative Years
1973-1975

These years, 1973-1975, in the abortion movement could

be classified as the formative years in the battle. It was

during these years that each organization felt its way through

an unknown battlefield and drew up its lines of attack. NARAL

experienced a new social environment, one which included or-

ganized opposition, the NRLC countermovement. NRLC, while it

had had some previous experience as the New York Right to

Life Committee, was new to the national scene. An analysis

of news coverage for this period revealed the public images

built by the two organizations through their strategy and

tactics during this growing period.

An inkling of the fight that was to come could have been

gained from the experiences of New York in 1970, when it pas-

sed a liberal abortion law. In that year Edward J. Golden

turned the New York Right to Life Committee into a formidable

political lobby. "His strategy was simple: to attack and de-

feat any legislator-no matter what his stance on other issues

who had voted for the liberal bill or failed to support the

move to repeal it." Because he mounted strong campaigns in

those liberal legislators' districts, he was successful.
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Three legislators were defeated, and others found that they

won by very narrow margins (53, pp. 26-27). In 1972 Golden

moved on to a bigger target: Albany, the state capitol.

This time he took busloads of demonstrators with him.

Lawrence Lader, a pro-abortionist, assembled a counterdemon-

stration and remembered the incident as most unsettling.

The busloads unloading on nearby streets stream-
ed by, he said. They were mainly middle-aged
people, prim and determined in blue serge suits
and flowered Sunday dresses. When they saw our
signs they screamed only one word, like a small
explosion. "Murderer! Murderer!" We were
faced with a religious crusade (53, p. 27).

Interestingly enough these two strategies, Congressional and

legislative "hit lists" and demonstrations, were to become

two of the major strategies utilized by the National Right to

Life Committee.

On January 23rd, 1973, The New York Times reported that

the Supreme Court decision on abortion appeared to quash

hopes of the Right to Life Committee and other anti-abortion

groups for a full-scale debate in New York's legislature on

the repeal of the state's liberalized abortion law (17,

p. 1). But Right to Life organizations were able to attack

from other fronts. Through a public pressure campaign, they

blocked distribution of a U. S. govenment film advocating

abortions (16, p. 25). Norman Lear, producer of the televi-

sion show Maude, credited anti-abortion forces with driving

away sponsorship for two controversial episodes of the show

that dealt with abortion (21, p. 61). And in New Jersey,

the NRLC was staging "Walk for Life" rallies, with the stated
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goal of moblizing support for a campaign to force a House of

Representatives' bill out of committee that would place a

constitutional ban on abortions (22, p. 74).

The group was also gearing up for an extensive lobbying

effort. Having achieved a degree of success on the state

legislative level, they were headed for the national level.

Their purpose was to push for a constitutional amendment in

Congress and state legislatures which would ban abortions

and overturn the Supreme Court decision.

While conceding that there was organization on the na-

tional level, Warren Schaller of the NRLC, was reluctant to

let go of the grassroots structure of the organization.

Of the National Right to Life Committee, which
has local groups in fifty states, Schaller said:
"We're kind of spooky because we have four or
five hundred groups . . . So we're hesitant that
policy or positions be declared from Washington"
(4, p. 2976).

He conceded, however, that the group was concentrating on

members of the judiciary committees, such as Don Edwards (D.

Ca), chairman of the House Judiciary subcommittee. Repres-

entative Edwards said his San Jose, California office had

been picketed by "a very polite, but ardent group of Right-

to-Life lobbyists" (4, p. 2976). This lobbying was done in

an effort to bring about committee hearings on the issue of

abortion and also to remove certain abortion-related bills

from committees to the floor of the House and Senate (4).

On the national level, NRLC relied on mail campaigns and

visits to members' district officers. On the local level,
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in an effort to shock the public, it presented lectures and

slide shows, and distributed pamphlets displaying aborted

fetuses (4, p. 2976).

NARAL was not silent in that year of the historic

Supreme Court decision.

Of the countervailing forces, only the National
Association for Repeal of Abortion Laws, headed
by Lawrence Lader, has attempted to match the
militant tactics of the anti-abortion groups.
NARAL has fought aggressively and effectively on
the state level but commands limited resources
and is the only organization devoted to the
single purpose of supporting legal abortion
(53, p. 30).

The New York Times reported that on January 26th, NARAL's

assistant executive director recommended to affiliates that

they find legislative sponsors to submit bills that would

repeal restrictive abortion laws that were still on the books

(18, p. 8). They planned to conduct regional workshops to

instruct doctors in abortion procedures and methods of estab-

lishing abortion facilities (19, p. 45). Having already won

lawsuits in Massachusettes and New Jersey, the organization

announced in June that in addition to geographically broaden-

ing its drive to compel public hospitals to perform abortions,

it would also now include private hospitals in this drive.

Lawsuits against restrictive state laws on abortion were pend-

ing in Texas, Minnesota, Missouri, Florida, Ohio, Wisconsin,

and Indiana (20, p. 11).

In December the organization changed its name from the

National Association for Repeal of Abortion Laws to the

National Abortion Rights Action League (23, p. 14). The
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change was a significant one. It indicates that they no

longer had to fight to change the law; they could concentrate

on preserving and enforcing new laws. Perhaps the change

indicates that NARAL was becoming aware of the shift in

arenas, from judicial to legislative, occassioned by the

existence of a fledgling countermovement.

In 1974,

in their first national exercise in confrontation
politics, Right to Lifers swarmed into Washington
on January 22, the anniversary of the Supreme
Court decision, to rally support for the consti-
tutional amendment introduced by Representative
Lawrence J. Hogan of Maryland, which is before
the House Judiciary Committee (14, p. 57).

They planned to bypass the committee hearings by getting two

hundred and eighteen signatures on a discharge petition (53,

p. 28). They formed a "circle of Life" and carried the red

roses that were the symbol of the anti-abortion movement

(14, p. 57).

Besides the demonstration in Washington D.C., they also

held rallies in Minneapolis, Philadelphia, Phoenix, Houston,

and other cities (57, p. 43). In that same year (1974)

Willis D. Gradison, a Republican Congressman, accused NRLC

groups of using police state tactics to get him to sign a

statement supporting a constitutional amendment to ban abor-

tions (24, p. 44). NRLC also had confrontations with pro-

choice forces at Congressional hearings on the proposed

constitutional amendments (25, p. 19). At a Right to Life

rally in Cincinnati on April 29, Marjory Mecklenburg, Nation-

al Right to Life Committee chairman, called the U.S. Supreme
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Court justices "arrogant and callous men" who would be res-

ponsible for more deaths than World War II (26, p. 23). And

in New Jersey, members of the organization delayed public

hearings on abortion regulations proposed by the New Jersey

Health Department by heckling Alice Cohan, speaker for the

New Jersey chapter of National Organization of Women, with

loud, rhythmic handclapping (27, p. 96). They also picketed

in New Jersey, specifically against a medical facility opera-

ted by Dr. Robert Livingston. The American Civil Liberties

Union agreed to represent the NRLC group when Dr. Livingston

brought suit against them (28, p. 86). The suit was dropped

when they agreed to drop their pickets (29, p. 79).

It was also at this time that the organization began to

reveal the moralistic aspects of its crusade. Dr. John

Middleton, chairman of the New York State Right to Life

Committee, stated:

I think that what we have to do is turn the moral-
ity around. We have much in the educational,
social, and political fields which is against
the continuity of the society as it is. It is
my strong feeling that the continuity of our
society is hinged on this very issue - the sanc-
tity of life (57, p. 43).

Marjorie Mecklenburg, chairman of the National Right to

Life Committee saw help coming from many groups; groups

calling for a constitutional amendment, "educational" groups

which explained the risks of abortion and the status of the

fetus at various developmental stages, and groups offering

alternatives to abortion.
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Pro-choice advocates held an interfaith church service

near Capitol Hill as a gesture of Thanksgiving for the Su-

preme Court decision (14, p. 57). They also demonstrated

outside St. Patrick's Cathedral in Manhattan. "In a display

of bad taste that could only weaken their case, the demon-

strators crowned a woman 'Pope,' who issued a mocking bene-

diction to the crowd that had assembled" (54, p. 60).

Patricia Fogerty McQuellian, as Pope Patricia I, proclaimed

"Freedom of Choice Day for Catholic Women" and blessed her

flock "in the name of the mother, daughter, and holy grand-

mother" (14, p. 57).

In 1975, while the anti-abortion forces continued to

demonstrate and campaign for a constitutional amendment to

ban abortions and pro-choice forces battled to preserve the

constitutional right to abortion, the trial of Dr. Kenneth

Edelin on manslaughter charges took place. Thomas M. Con-

nelly, Jr., Right to Life activist, played a major role in

Dr. Edelin's conviction on charges of manslaughter, stemming

from an abortion operation. Connelly sent an article on

fetal experiments to Massachusetts Representative Raymond L.

Flynn, a Catholic. Representative Flynn sent the article to

Boston City Councilman Albert L. O'Neil. A City Council

hearing ensued. As a result of that hearing, four doctors

were indicted on grave-robbing charges in connection with the

experiments. One of the aborted fetuses came from an opera-

tion performed by Dr. Edelin. He was subsequently found

guilty of manslaughter. Anti-abortion forces expressed
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pleasure with the decision and prepared to move on to other

legal fronts. In Boston indictments were obtained against

three researchers who used tissue from dead fetuses for re-

search (55, p. 55). In Long Island's Nassau County, NRLC

pushed for investigations by local and federal prosecutors

"into allegations that aborted live fetuses were allowed to

die in the county medical center" (55, p. 55). On another

front, NARAL was rallying to stop an NRLC-sponsored bill that

would have banned Medicaid payments for abortions and for in-

digent women and a second bill calling for a Constitutional

convention to draft a constitutional amendment banning abor-

tions (31, p. 31). The year ended with some limited success

for NRLC, as evidenced by successful Right-to-Life legisla-

tive campaigns. NARAL experienced no new success, and no

evident failure.

During this time period, NARAL had continued to utilize

the strategy and tactics that it had utilitzed with some suc-

cess in previous years. It continued to use persuasion as a

strategy and orderly politics as tactics. It attempted to

persuade legislatures and courts that abortion on demand was

a right guaranteed by the federal Constitution. It also

sporadically engaged in disorderly politics as was evidenced

in the crowning of a woman pope. It took only fleeting

notice of NRLC, which proved to be a mistake that it found

itself forced to correct in future encounters.

NRLC appeared to engage in all three strategies and

tactics. It attempted to persuade Congressmen to adopt an
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anti-abortion stance through a proposed Constitutional amend-

ment, which would have negated the Supreme Court decision.

It bargained with state legislators, by using votes to defeat

pro-choice candidates, and by boycotting films and television

shows. It coerced Congressmen by use of "police state tac-

t ics."

From this glimpse of the strategy and tactics utilized

by the two organizations, it was evident that they presented

very different public images during this time. NARAL pre-

sented the image of a well-organized social movement organi-

zation, that had outlined a definite strategy and was aware

of the tactics necessary to achieve its goals. NRLC gave the

appearance of a nouveau countermovement organization, random-

ly selecting various strategies and tactics in an effort to

test the strength and effectiveness of each. By doing that,

they were able to choose the strategy, tactics, and arena

that best suited their needs. The year 1976 was a turning

point and a test of the strategy that NRLC chose.

Shift in Arenas
1976

In 1976, NRLC chose to move the abortion controversy

into the political arena. It started on the national level

with its one-issue presidential candidate. NARAL countered

by categorizing the presidential candidates as to their poli-

tical views on the abortion issue.

Abortion had become a major issue in the presidential

primary races. "Candidates were being dogged by dedicated
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groups demanding endorsement of strong stands favoring or op-

posing legalized abortion" (58, p. 14). In a national maga-

zine, NARAL placed the presidential contenders in three

categories:

1. Those who clearly support the Supreme Court decision
without reservations

2. Those who would uphold the Supreme Court decisions as
the law of the land, but who have reservations con-
cerning the issue and would personally favor restrict-
ing the availability of abortion services

3. Those who consistently have opposed abortion rights
and support efforts to enact an anti-abortion consti-
tutional amendment (58, p. 14).

Concerning abortion as an issue in this election, the league

concluded, according to Executive Director Karen Mulhauser,

that "abortion will not be a decisive factor in the minds of

most voters because most of the candidates support the Su-

preme Court decision of 1973" (58, p. 14).

NRLC placed its own candidate into the primaries, Mrs.

Ellen McCormick of Merrick, New York, who stated that she was

indeed a serious candidate and planned to campaign on one

issue - abortion (58, p. 14). When she applied for matching

federal funds, she was blocked by NARAL.

In a petition to the election commission, the
league contended that Mrs. McCormack was not
eligible for public funds because, among other
reasons, funds have been deceptively solicited
for the "right to life" movement and not for a
presidential candidacy (58, p. 14).

Obviously her candidacy sparked the pro-choice forces for

they began to see the importance of being as well-organized

as their opponents were. They vowed to engage in "rallies,
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pamphlets, news conferences, distributing printed materials

for discussion groups and sermons" (58, p. 15). As the year

closed, The New York Times credited the Right to Life move-

ment with being a major factor in three of nine contests in

the September 14th primary on Long Island (32, p. 1), and

NARAL stated that it would sue to block restrictions of Medi-

caid funds for abortion (33, p. 19).

That presidential election year saw a shift in strategy

and tactics by NRLC. It was no longer sifting through the

available options. It singled out a strategy of bargaining

and utilized the tactic of the politics of order. NARAL

continued to use the same strategy and tactics.

While this year did not witness an extensive amount of

news coverage, NRLC, through its presidential candidate and

continued use of legislative "hit lists," shifted the battle

arena. That shift was an important strategic move. For one

thing, it allowed NRLC to initiate subsequent changes and to

shift to the movement position in future encounters with

NARAL. It also forced NARAL to become aware of its opposi-

tion, to shift its strategy, and to react to its opposition.

As subsequent reviews of news coverage showed, that shift in

arenas colored all future encounters between the two organi-

zat ions.

Shift in Strategy and Tactics
1977-1981

These most recent years of the abortion movement saw

a heated campaign build up between the movement and
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countermovement organizations. While both chose to rely

mainly on the politics of order, neither was adverse to

occasional uses of violence.

In the aftermath of the presidential elections, NRLC

held its annual march on the Capitol on January 22, 1977

(34, p. 29). It cheered the House of Representatives' vote

banning Medicaid funds for abortions and pledged to oppose

re-election of Representatives who voted against the ban

(35, p. 24), It had itself labeled by a New York Times survey

as a group that was pushing a "highly organized, increasingly

broad-based and generally well-financed campaign to limit

access to abortion" (37, p. 1). It was also noted by The

New York Times that NRLC was regarded as the largest organi-

zation on either side of the abortion controversy (37, p. 1).

Karen Mulhauser, executive director of NARAL, along

with 12 other members, took two hundred coat hangers to Repre-

sentative Daniel J. Flood, chairman of the House committee

that had jurisdiction over Medicaid funding. While conced-

ing that the tactic was an "emotional one," they believed

that some women would resort to this method if funds were

denied (36, p. 11).

In 1978, the two groups continued their demonstrations

and rallies. Although some new Health Education and Welfare

regulations might have been used as loopholes for poor women

seeking abortions (15, p. 32), NARAL was not happy with the

new legislation. The new legislation would have allowed

Medicaid funds for medical procedures of victims of rape and
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incest. The victims would have to report the incident

promptly, but no proof would be required. The crux was how

far local governments would go in exercising their own option

to require additional proof. Consequently NARAL viewed as

the most immediate threat cutoffs of Medicaid-funded abor-

tions (38, p. 18). In that year thirty-three states did not

provide funds for elective abortions, and nine had called for

a Constitutional Convention to propose an amendment to ban

abortions (15, p. 32).

NRLC saw state legislative contests as its prime tar-

gets. Spurred by recent election victories, such as the one

in Iowa where it was credited with unseating Deomcratic Sena-

tor Dick Clark and replacing him with Republican Roger Jepson

(39, p. 18), it planned to defeat five liberal Senators.

Those Senators had supported abortion funding. It hoped for

Congressional approval of a constitutional amendment to ban

abortions.

The effectiveness of the anti-abortion movement
stems largely from the wide front along which it
attacks. From presidential campaigns to munici-
pal ordinances, the movement slugs away at one
or another aspect of the issue. And because of
volunteer support, it garners a great deal of
grass-root success (60, p. 14).

Violence entered the scene in 1978 with NARAL reporting

that eight clinics in Minnesota, Vermont, Nebraska, Iowa, and

Ohio had been hit by fires and many more had been vandalized

(59, p. 63). Protests had been staged at Planned Parenthood

Centers and abortion clinics (59, p. 63). Referendums, such

as the one in Oregon, calling for a vote on public funds for
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abortions, had been placed on ballots (59, p.63). Finally

reading the zeal of the anti-abortion forces, NARAL geared up

for a counteroffensive. "For the first time, the National

Abortion Rights Action League is starting a political fund,

with the goal of raising $100,000 to support pro-choice candi-

dates in the November elections"(59, p. 63).

The effectiveness of the organizations' strategy and

tactics was still open for debate in 1979. At the congres-

sional level,

political analysts are still debating the impact
of the movement's (NRLC) 1978 hit list. The con-
sensus seems to be that the abortion issue played
a large part in the defeats of Senator Clark
(D.-Ia.) and Minnesota Representative Donald
Fraser, who was running for the Senate, and a
somewhat smaller part in the defeat of Colorado
Senator Floyd Haskel1 (60, p. 14).

On the state and local levels, a host of laws intended to

subvert the right to abortion had been enacted. While pro-

choice lawyers had managed to get injunctions against such

laws, the number enacted continued to increase (60, p. 14).

Medicaid funds for abortion, the issue that NARAL viewed as

most important, were further restricted by Congress. It once

again enacted the Hyde Amendment, which prohibited the use of

federal funds for abortions, and also voted to deny abortions

to military personnel and their dependents, and Peace Corps

volunteers (60, p. 14). As it stood at the time, only 15

states and the District of Columbia still provided Medicaid

funds for abortions (59, p. 63).
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The battle heated up in 1979 with name calling and

nasty invective flying from both sides. From NARAL came the

cries: "No more coat hanger abortions" and labels of "com-

pulsory pregnancy people" for the pro-life groups. From NRLC

came labels of "baby killers" and "murderers" for the "pro-

choice" groups (56, p. 26). Dr. Carolyn F. Gerster, NRLC

president, defended the right of three women displaying two

fetuses to interrupt a National Organization of Women-spon-

sored birth-control meeting, that was attended by represen-

tatives of twenty proabortion and eight antiabortion groups

(40, p. 7). Acts of violence against abortion clinics

continued. The most notable was that of Bill Baird's Long

Island clinic on February 15. Mr. Baird blamed the Roman

Catholic church and antiabortion groups because, as he said,

their use of the words "baby killers" and "murderers" was

inflamatory (41, p. 24).

Although both sides are equally matched in rheto-
ric, the advantage on the field has been held for
several years by the pro-choice forces, fighting
mainly in the courts. Now the momentum has swung
to the prolife groups, and the struggle has shift-
ed to the political arena. The pro-lifers oper-
ate on the premise that in a close election, a
single-issue group's ability to arouse legions
of morally and relgiously inspired campaign
workers and voters can provide a decisive edge
at the polls (56, p. 26).

The right-to-life forces sought to use resources, such as

the Hyde Amendment, to restrict access to abortion (42, p.

20). They sought to pass local ordinances to restrict abor-

tion clinics.
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The campaign to pass local ordinances is the le-
gal extention of the battle anti-abortion acti-
vists have waged against abortion clinics across
the country. In the last two years, so-called
"right-to-life" groups have disrupted clinics
by picketing, and illegal sit-ins, and they have
sought to harass and intimidate women who have
had abortions by calling or visiting them and
branding them "murderers." More ominously, in
the same period, they have carried out a series
of attacks on abortion clinics and family-plan-
ning offices - leaving charred remains where
clinics once stood (2, p. 40).

Under the guise of "informed consent" legislation, they

sought to limit access to abortion (2, p. 40). They attempt-

ed to control local elections, such as the one in Suffolk

County, New York, by making abortion the major campaign issue

(45, p. 1). They emerged as strong competitors, polling near-

ly as many votes as the conservative party in New York's

municipal elections (47, p. 2). And they continued to get

anti-abortion constitutional amendments introduced in every

congressional session (2, p. 41). As a sidelight, they

boycotted United Airlines for contributing $7,000 to the

Planned Parenthood Federation. Both United Airlines and

Planned Parenthood said the donation came from airline em-

ployees, not the corporation (46, p. 12).

In spite of a clear pro-choice majority of Americans as

evidenced by polls, NRLC was successful in restricting the

practice of abortion. It was successful because it was vocal,

visible, and aggressive. It picketed, lobbyed, and threaten-

ed legislators, and seduced supporters with fine-sounding

phrases (2, p. 41). Called the "big mama of the anti-abortion

movement" by The New York Times, NRLC claimed resources of
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more than eleven million members and eighteen hundred chap-

ters and hoped to collect millions of dollars for the 1980

elections. They had also formed coalitions with other

conservative groups (56, p. 27).

NARAL began a program to counter this onslaught by NRLC.

The pro-choice movement is going forward. In
small towns and large cities, pro-choice forces
are rallying to a cry of "I'm pro-choice and I
vote." They are recognizing what the anti-abor-
tion factions have known for a while--that the
battle can be fought in the courts and in legis-
latures, but the war will be won or lost in the
political arena (2, p. 41).

They are enjoining supporters to work to defend the right to

abortion (44, p. 14). They held a four-day national conven-

tion in Washington, D. C., and ended it by lobbying legis-

lators and filing six complaints with the Federal Election

Commission, in which they cited violations of Federal elec-

tion laws by anti-abortion groups (43, p. 22). Rather than

take the negative approach of "hit lists" utilized by NRLC

for presidential and Congressional elections, they chose to

support those candidates who had exhibited a pro-choice

stance in their statements and voting (2, p. 41). As an

example, NARAL made a $5,000 contribution to the presidential

campaign of Republican John B. Anderson (48, p. 32). They

were becoming politically savvy, and involving themselves in

elections from the local to the presidential level. Accord-

ing to Jean Weinberg, NARAL's organizer in Massachusetts:

By November 4, 1980, our message to politicians
will be clear. What the public opinion polls
have shown all along will be reflected in the
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voting polls. America's majority is pro-choice
and our votes will say so (2, p. 41).

In the presidential election year of 1980, Jean Wein-

berg of NARAL stated: "We don't want to have abortion become

a political issue, but it seems that the only way to get it

out of politics is for us to get into politics (6, p. 47).

Politics are expensive and groups tended to use standard

methods for collecting money - direct-mail solicitation,

large donor contributions and fund-raising events (6, p. 48).

NARAL attempted to utilize contributions effectively through

a two pronged approach.

NARAL's IMPACT '80 is a voter-education and grass-
roots organizing plan to develop and train local
IMPACT '80 units in communitiies through out the
nation using personal contact to recruit privious-
ly inactive supporters. Its Political Action Com-
mittee (PAC) plans to contribute over a quarter of
a million dollars to pro-choice candidates - three
times what it gave in 1978. Most candidates on
the hit list who need or ask for PAC support will
get the maximum amount allowed by the Federal
Elections Committee, $10,000 ($5,000 in the pri-
mary and $5,000 in the general election). But
not everybody will (6, p. 49).

NARAL did not choose to support Senator Frank Church (D.

Id.), who was on the hit list, because of his anti-abortion

voting record. NARAL did contribute to campaigns; it gave

to twenty-six incumbent Democratic congressmen, nine senators,

seven of whom were Democrats, fifteen challengers, eleven of

whom were Democrats, and John Anderson, Republican presiden-

tial candidate.

NRLC presented its hit list of members of Congress tar-

geted for defeat because of their pro-choice stance. The list
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included five senators (Church, Culver, Cranston, McGovern

and Bayh) and four representatives; eight of these men were

Democrats (5, p. 27). They endorsed Ronald Reagan for presi-

dent, even though Ellen McCormick, the Long Island housewife,

was again running as the RTL presidential candidate. And

their financial resources were great. For example, they were

recognized as the most well-organized opponents of McGovern,

having distributed more that one hundred thousand lurid

leaflets and spent some $100,000 (5, p. 30). They were still

pushing for a constitutional ban on abortions, and because

of a growing conservative atmosphere, they were gaining

support for such a measure. In the meantime, their only

hope was to continue to limit the poor's access to abortion.

The 'right-to-lifers' have concentrated on adding
clauses to a variety of expenditure bills forbid-
ding the use of Medicaid funding for abortions.
Measures like the annual federal grant to Washing-
ton, D.C. have become conditional on the dogma of
the 'rightto-life' movement. And since this as
their main channel of legislative influence they
are currently exploiting it to the full. Last
year the whole federal budget stalled because of
a stalemate over "right-to-life"--clauses which
had been tacked on to certain bills" (13, p. 232).

The emotional nature of the battle had not lost any of

its color, either. Officials of two feminist pro-abortion

organizations received phone calls which gave a graphic de-

scription of an abortion and included a recording of what was

purported to be the heartbeat of an eight-week-old fetus (49,

p. 12). At an NRLC convention, demonstrators carried signs

with the following slogans: "Take the church out of my uterus"
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and "Forced pregnancies increase church membership." Conven-

tioneers countered with "Jesus was a fetus" (3, p. 74).

In 1981, the controversy was over the nomination of

Sandra Day O'Connor to the Supreme Court. NRLC opposed her

nomination because once, while a member of the Arizona Senate,

she had voted against a bill that would have banned abortions

in some state facilities (52, p. 170). NARAL ran advertise-

ments opposing bans on abortion (50, p. 24).

There were two proposed amendments and one bill before

Congress. NRLC split over which piece of legislation to

choose. The Garn-Oberstar amendment proposal contained an ex-

ception for the endangered health of the mother, and although

NRLC had favored this version in the past, it was now recon-

sidering because of the "loophole" nature of the proposal.

The Helms-Hyde amendment proposal contained no excep-

tions and was favored by the Life Amendment Political Action

Committee. The director of LAPAC, Paul Brown, in an effort

to de-emphasize the possibility of any rift in the anti-abor-

tion movement, said: "I believe that the people who support

the other bill (Garn-Oberstar proposal) are saying basically

the same thing. It's just a question of how much you want to

trust the courts" (12, p. 7). The bill, proposed by Helms

and Hyde also, would have legislated that life began at birth

and allowed only the Supreme Court to hear abortion cases.

This particular bill presented the most perplexing dilemna

for Right-to-Lifers. While some, such as Mary Jane Tobin,

head of New York's powerful Right to Life party, "favored
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the bill as a stopgap," others, such as J. C. Willke, presi-

dent of NRLC, did not favor the bill and continued to push

for a constitutional amendment. Suellen Lowry, a lobbyist

for NARAL, said the bill was a "back-door attempt to amend

the Constitution" (12, p. 7).

While many liberal organizations viewed this split over

tactics among the members of NRLC as a sign that the anti-

abortion campaign would defeat itself, others were not so

sure. They still saw a need for organization of grassroots

political support because they viewed that support as the

main ingredient for the successes that NRLC had experienced

in recent years. "Organizing at the local level is the only

way for us to go," said Karen Mulhauser of NARAL (1, p. 43).

In a 1981 article, the New Republic analyzed the

strength of the two organizations in the following manner

(12, p. 8):

Once the right-to-life movement gets solidly be-
hind a single measure, it will command an impres-
sive grass-roots following. The National Right
to Life Committee alone claims upward of ten
million members. Its pro-choice counterpart,
the National Abortion Rights Action League, has
only one hundred thousand. Financially, "we're
just a spit in the ocean compared to Planned
Parenthood," Willke says modestly. But he won't
say how much his local, state, and national
budgets add up to. "Somewhere in the millions,"
is all he will say. The National Abortion Rights
Action League has a budget of $1.5 million.

In the meantime, Congress had tacitly agreed to work on

Reagan's economic program and postpone discussions of "social

issues," including abortion, until next year, 1982 (1, p. 38).
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This review of news articles illustrated that as the

two organizations matured, they developed definite strategies

and tactics. They also became aware of and realized the na-

ture of the opposition. In the media's eye, NRLC appeared to

be the more powerful of the two organizations. Its ability

to utilize grass-roots followers and to organize effective

political campaigns did not go unnoticed by NARAL. NARAL

grudgingly instituted IMPACT '80. Given the purported succes-

ses of NRLC, NARAL had little choice. It gauged its new so-

cial environment, and saw that it had to adopt the strategy

and tactics of the countermovement. And while legislators

and Congressmen appeared to be weary of the debate, the two

organizations planned to continue the battle.

Conclusions

This analysis of movement and countermovement public

images had shown that both types of organizations would choose

strategies and tactics that were coincident with their level

of development and that took into account their social envi-

ronment. NARAL was aware that state legislatures would be

hesitant to follow the national decision. Consequently from

its extant organizational structure, it continued the efforts

it had begun prior to the Supreme Court decisions.

NRLC, as a new national organization, ran the gamut of

strategic and tactical choices. Having experienced some suc-

cess with proposed legislation and electoral hit lists, it

zeroed in on this strategy and these tactics. Because the
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public viewed it as successful in these endeavors, it forced

NARAL to follow suit.
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CHAPTER IV

THE POLITICAL EFFECTIVENESS
OF THE TWO ORGANIZATIONS

This chapter traces the effectiveness of the two organ-

izations in the political arena. Because the controversy

over abortion stemmed from statutes criminalizing the prac-

tice, and because the Supreme Court handed down a decision

decriminalizing the practice, the issue was obviously one of

a political nature. NARAL began its efforts by attempting to

bring about the repeal of restrictive state laws through the

courts, and NRLC began its efforts by attempting to get Con-

gress to propose a constitutional amendment to overturn the

Supreme Court decisions. Thus both organizations attempted

to work in the political arena to achieve their goals.

Once again this analysis was divided into three time

periods: 1973-1975, 1976, and 1977-1981. The reason for this

division was evident from the history of the movement during

those years. The years between 1973 and 1975 were rather com-

placent years for NARAL, in which it basked in the success of

the Supreme Court decisions. Those same years were trying

years for NRLC, in which it floundered around with limited

success, seeking passage of a constitutional amendment.

1976 was again a pivotal year. Thwarted in its efforts

at passing a constitutional amendment, NRLC sought to restrict

abortions if it could not ban them. And in 1976 it was

81
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successful. The Hyde Amendment passed; it restricted the use

of federal funds for abortions for women on welfare. NARAL

responded by prophesying a return to back-alley butchers.

In the years from 1977 to 1981, both organizations enter-

ed the political arena with more expertise than they had here-

tofore exhibited. Through contributions, hit lists, endorse-

ments, and lobbying efforts, they instituted a well-organized

strategy of bargaining. They offered votes and money in re-

turn for pro-or anti-abortion sponsorship of legislation.

They utilized tactics, such as contributions, to exhibit

their political clout. Their successes in Congress attested

to the effectiveness of those tactics.

Formative Years
1973-1975

As a result of the 1973 Supreme Court decisions concern-

ing abortion laws in Texas and Georgia, the Book of the States

for 1974-75 noted the following changes in regard to abortion

statutes (3, p. 406):

Inasmuch as the abortion laws of most of
the States were similar to those of Texas and
Georgia, the decisions had farreaching effects.
The abortion laws of 33 additional States in
effect at the time of the Supreme Court decisions
have been found by State Attorneys General and/or
courts (usually federal district courts but
sometimes state courts) to be unconstitutional,
in whole or in part. Such a finding was made by
Attorneys General in 11 States - Delaware, Florida,
Kentucky, Louisiana, Nevada, New Hampshire, West
Virginia, and Wisconsin. Courts made the finding
in 25 States - Arizona, Colorado, Connecticut,
Florida, Illinois, Maine, Massachusetts, Michigan,
Minnesota, Mississippi, Missouri, Montana, Nebraska,
New Mexico, Ohio, Rhode Island, South Carolina,
Wisconsin, and Wyoming. (In three of these States
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- Florida, South Dakota, Wisconsin - the Attorney
General also ruled the law to be unconstitutional.)

Since the Supreme Court decisions, at least
21 States - Arizona, California, Georgia, Idaho,
Illinois, Indiana, Louisiana, Maine, Maryland,
Massachusetts, Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, Ne-
vada, North Carolina, North Dakota, Rhode Island,
South Dakota, Tennessee, Utah, and Wyoming - have
enacted new laws relating to abortion. Some of
these States have adopted more than one such law.

Of these, seven States - Georgia, Idaho,
Illinois, Nebraska, North Carolina, South Dakota,
and Tennessee - enacted laws which conform closely
to the Supreme Court decisions.

Rhode Island's abortion law (adopted in
March 1973), which permits abortion only to pre-
serve the woman's life, was declared unconsti-
tutional on May 16, 1973, by a district court.
The State appealed the decision. Also, Utah's
new law (effective July 1, 1973) which permits
abortion only to preserve the woman's life or
physical health, was declared unconstitutional
by a district court on September 7', 1973. In
several other States - Indiana, Nevada, and
North Dakota - newly adopted abortion laws are
likely to be challenged.

In 12 States - Arizona, California, Illinois,
Indiana, Louisiana, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts,
Missouri, Nevada, North Dakota, and Wyoming -
laws were enacted exempting medical staff and
hospitals from participating in abortions based
on their moral or religious beliefs.

In addition, Minnesota enacted a law provid-
ing that "any person who performs an abortion .
0 . practices medicine within the terms of Minne-
sota statutes" and is subject to their provisions.

While the state legislatures were attempting to change

their laws in light of the Supreme Court decisions, the Fed-

eral legislature did not remain inactive. Shortly after the

decisions, abortion opponents began a compaign to overturn

the decisions by a constitutional amendment.

In 1973 "over two dozen resolutions to overturn the

decision by constitutional amendment, had been introduced in

Three of them, each with a slightly differentCongress.
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approach, had attracted national attention" (2, p. 2974).

Representative Lawrence Hogan (R.- MD) proposed a House reso-

1 ution on January 30 to amend the Constitution "so that no

human being from the moment of conception could be deprived

of life without due process of law or be denied equal protec-

tion of law" (2, p. 2974). This particular resolution suf-

fered difficulty getting out of its committee because Repre-

sentative Don Edwards (D.- CA), chairman of the Judiciary

subcommittee dealing with constitutional amendments, said he

would not call any hearings on the issue of abortion (2, p.

2973). This led Representative Hogan to call for a discharge

petition and to charge Representative Edwards with "burying

the proposals because the subcommittee chairman opposed them

personally and saw no groundswell of support for them in the

House" (2, p. 2973).

A second proposal, in the Senate, was sponsored by Sen-

ator James L. Buckley (Cons. R.- NY) and six other senators.

His proposal "would give constitutional rights to 'unborn

offspring at every stage of their biological development,'

but allow abortions to save the life of the mother." While

Hogan argued that his approach was more "absolute," a Buckley

aide argued that the Senator's approach was "better legally"

(2, p. 2974). NRLC endorsed neither proposal.

The third proposal, introduced in the House by Repre-

sentative G. Whitehurst (R.- VA), would "bar any interpreta-

tion of the Constitution from negating a state's right to

regulate or ban abortion" (2, p. 2974). As it would let
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states ignore the Supreme Court decision, it was not entirely

satisfactory to abortion opponents (2, p. 2974).

Three amendments to bills in the House in 1973 were

used as tests of the strength of anti-abortion Congressmen.

While they were all adopted, opposition increased each time.

The first amendment was attached to a medical research train-

ing bill. It forbade the National Institutes of Health to

fund research on live fetuses. The vote was 354 in favor of

the amendment, nine opposed. The second amendment was attach-

ed to a legal services bill, and prohibited lawyers from

suing on behalf of poor women who wanted nontherapeutic abor-

tions. It also prohibited the same lawyers from forcing

doctors or hospitals to perform abortions that were in viola-

tion of their policies or convictions. The vote was 301 in

favor and sixty-eight opposed. The last amendment was attach-

ed to a National Science Foundation authorization and prohib-

ited funds for research on live fetuses. The vote was 288

in favor and seventy-three opposed (2, p. 2975).

In 1975, the year of the 93rd Congress, the following

predictions were made concerning the efficacy of the abortion

issue. Representative Edwards, chairman of the Judiciary

subcommittee dealing with constitutional amendments, saw

"more far-reaching constitutional questions, such as those

concerning the Presidency," taking precedence over the abor-

tion issue. And abortion advocates saw Watergate, the econ-

omy, and other issues as diminishing the importance of the

abortion issue. Representative Hogan expressed a willingness
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to wait in saying "eventually we're going to win this fight."

He added that he saw "abortion as a sleeper issue, which

would become critical in many 1974 congressional campaigns"

(2, p. 2976). Perhaps the most farsighted analysis came

from a Buckley aide who said: "Some politicians underesti-

mate the potency of the issue. Voters with strong feelings

would not hesitate to cross party lines to oppose a pro-abor-

tion candidate" (2, p. 2976). These quotes indicated that

some insiders on Capitol Hill were aware of the forthcoming

battle, the divisions and conflict that battle would insti-

gate in Congress, and the willingness of the two organiza-

tions to fight strongly for their respective goals.

As 1974 began, there were a number of constitutional

amendments before Congress that either proposed strict limi-

tations on the practice of abortion or the return of its

regulation to the States. A great deal of mail from both

sides had been received by Congressmen, resulting in "a spate

of legislation and proposals to limit the impact of the Court

ruling" (48, p. 43). While there was no action in the House

of Representatives on six proposed constitutional amendments,

"Senator Birch Bayh's (D.- IND.) Constitutional Amendments

Subcommittee held eleven days of hearings over a period of

six months in 1974, covering various aspects of the abortion

issue, such as religious and medical considerations" (46, p.

98). The Senators appeared to be searching for "some sort

of compromise language" which would get rid of "abortion on

demand" thus effectively negating the Supreme Court decisions
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"that abortions should be a private matter, not subject to

legislative judgments of validity" (46, p. 98). Further

legislative action included attaching eleven restrictive

amendments, setting up inpediments to abortions, and restrict-

ing the use of federal funds for abortion, to eight major

authoization appropriation bills, which ranged from health

care to foreign assistance. Only three had passed by the

end of the 1974 Congressional session (46, p. 98).

Noting that the country was divided on the abortion

question, Congress decided that the time was not right for

passage of a constitutional amendment. In the words of two

Congressional aides:

"One thing you learn around here is that we
don't get anything through unless there is quite
a broad consensus and we don't have it on this
one." And "This is a hot potato. Most of the
country has a vague feeling that freedom of
choice is best. But there is a strong minority
against the Supreme Court ruling. It's a good
issue to stay away from in an election year or
any year" (48, p. 44).

As 1975 was not a presidential election year, there was

little new action on the abortion issue. Senator James L.

Buckley proposed a constitutional amendment that would ban

abortions except in those cases where the mother's life was

in danger (14, p. 8). And Senator Dewey F. Bartlett, with co-

sponsors James L Buckley and Jesse Helms, attached an anti-

abortion amendment to the Nurses Training Act and Health

Revenue Sharing and Health Services Act (15, p. 1). Both

amendments failed in the Senate Constitutional Subcommittee.
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During those years, it was apparent that NARAL continued

to use those tactics that it had previously, making no in-

roads into Congressional activity. NRLC, on the other hand,

appeared to be checking the Congressional climate on the

abortion issue by suggesting the constitutional amendment

and guardedly backing certain proposed pieces of legislation.

The Pivotal Year
1976

As was previously stated, 1976 was a pivotal year for

NRLC. It ran its own Presidential candidate, and endorsed

the Hyde Amendment when it couldn't force passage of a Consti-

tutional amendment. Not fully realizing the zeal of its oppo-

sition, NARAL continued to work behind the scenes.

On the state level, the Book of the States for the years

1976-1977 devoted a scant three paragraphs to the issue of

abortion. In noting that there was a growing tendency in the

law to recognize the constitutional rights of minors (4, p.

400), it also noted that many states were attempting to re-

strict a minor's access to abortion by requiring parental

consent. This restriction, as well as a requirement of spous-

al consent, had led to litigation. It also noted that State

legislatures were still "attempting to redefine their laws

in the light of U. S. Supreme Court decisions" (4, p. 184).

In 1976, presidential candidates stated their support

of one of three options on the issue of abortion. One option,

in the form of a constitutional amendment sponsored by New

York Senator James Buckley, would extend the rights guaranteed
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under the fifth and fourteenth amendments to persons "at

every stage of biological development." Since Republican

Ronald Reagan and Democrat George Wallace favored some kind

of constitutional amendment (although not specifically the

Buckley one), they gained guarded support from right-to-life

forces. But because of Senator Birch Bayh's role in blocking

the amendment, his "candidacy for the Democratic nomination

was plagued by picketing and other harassment carried on by

right-to-life forces" (1, p. 139).

A second option, a states' rights amendment proposed by

California law professor John Noonan, would allow states to

decide how much protection to grant "at every stage of bio-

logical development." This proposal was favored by President

Gerald Ford and Democratic Senator Henry Jackson. A third

option was to reject constitutional amendments altogether,

and opt for some kind of national statue that would provide

educational assistance in birth control and abortion deci-

sions and uniformity in abortion laws. This option was

supported by Jimmy Carter and Sargent Shriver (1, p. 139).

During 1976 Congress appeared to be incapable of taking

any substantive action on the issue of abortion. There were

fifty bills in the House and four in the Senate on proposed

constitutional amendments. And Congressmen and Senators

could not get the bills out of subcommittee, which is the

first step in the long process of amending the Constitution

(49, p. 15). Because of their inability to get Congress mov-

ing, and because of the fact that it was a Presidential
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election year, anti-abortion forces, as well as pro-choice

forces, turned their attention to the Presidential candidates.

And this was how two of the candidates viewed the pressure

they received on the abortion issue:

President Ford, in attempting to take a moderate stance,

said: "I get criticism at home, and I get criticism else-

where" (49, p. 14).

And Carter embodies the dilemma this emotional
issue presents to a political candidate in 1976.
He told the Catholic Mirror, the Des Moines dio-
cesan newspaper, that he would support a national
"statute" that would "provide some restriction
on abortion and national uniformity in abortion
laws." Some Catholic voters may have taken this
statement to signal support for an amendment.
Although Carter in fact did not do as well in
Des Moines as he did in Iowa's non-Catholic dis-
trict, it may be that by using the word "statute"
he gave false hopes to Catholic voters (1, p. 140).

Further, veteran politicians saw abortion as a "no win"

issue. One knowledgeable veteran explained: "It's such an

emotional thing. There is no position you can take that won't

make a lot of people mad as hell" (48, p. 15). The Christian

Century predicted that the abortion issue would have an impact

on the New Hampshire Democratic primary on February 24, and

the Massachusetts primary on March 2 (1, p. 140).

While most people were concerned with the Presidential

campaigns, and the Supreme Court was ruling that States could

not restrict the use of Medicaid funds for abortions (16, p.

8; 17, p. 4), in September, 1976, the U.S. Senate approved a

bill that denied the use of federal funds for abortions for

welfare mothers. In August the Senate had refused to pass
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the Hyde Amendment which the House had passed on August 10

and which would ban the use of Medicaid funds for abortions.

On September 16, a Senate-House conference committee voted

for the proposal. On September 18, the Senate passed the

bill by a vote of forty-seven to twenty-one (18, p. 1). Even

though right-to-life forces were experiencing some problems

with Presidential candidates, they were gaining limited suc-

cess in Congress.

The ability of NRLC to field a Presidential candidate

and to gain some support for their cause through Congression-

al approval of the Hyde Amendment, caused political analysts

and members of Congress to take note of the organization in

1976. Politicians became wary of and began to experience the

heat of the abortion issue. NARAL was not too active during

that year, but was showing signs of awakening to the successes

of its opposition. It noted the need to react to the opposi-

tion and subsequent encounters would demonstrate that it had

become aware of the zeal and strength of its opposition.

The Change in Strategy and Tactics
1977-1981

In 1977, while Federal judges were ruling that minors

did not have to have parental consent for abortion (19, p. 1),

and that girls under state care did not have to obtain offi-

cial permission to get an abortion (20, p. 5), the U. S. Su-

preme Court ruled, in a six-to-three decision, that Medicaid

funds for elective abortions were not guaranteed by either

the Constitution or federal law (21, p. 6). President Carter
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stated that while this may discriminate against the poor,

"there are many things in life that are not fair and the

government should not atempt to make opportunities precise-

ly equal when morality is at issue" (22, p. 4).

As of June 1, 1977, the legislatures of Massachusetts,

Indiana, Louisiana, Missouri, Arkansas, South Dakota, Utah,

New Jersey, and Rhode Island had called for the convening

of a constitutional convention for the purpose of proposing

a human life amendment to the United States Constitution.

The impact of six applications for a human life
amendment during the first six months of 1977,
takes on added significance since it exceeds the
number of all applications made during the first
73 years (1787 - 1860) of the Constitution. With
a total of nine applications having now been made
on the subject of human life, the calls by states
for a human life amendment now rank 10th among
all such calls in the history of the Constitution
(10, p. 12).

The major abortion issue before Congress in 1977 was

the Hyde Amendment to the Labor-Health, Education, and Wel-

fare appropriations bill. It would ban abortions not only

for people on Medicaid, but also Labor and Health, Education,

and Welfare employees and their families.

One shouldn't have to be pro-abortion to be
appalled at what Congress is up to with the
Hyde amendment. This is not a genuine attempt
to stop abortions in the United States, because
the Supreme Court has said they can't do that.
It is not a genuine attempt to stop the govern-
ment from paying for abortions, because govern-
ment employees and military personnel and veterans
are politically too powerful to be denied this
right. It is simply a symbolic gesture, which
Congress hopes will pacify the right-to-life
movement at least through the next election.
Unfortunately, it will have a more-than-
symbolic effect on poor women who will be forced
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to choose between unwanted children and back-alley
butchers (9, p. 13).

NARAL had predicted that if Congress cut off Medicaid funds

for abortion, poor women would have to resort to back-alley

butchers for abortions. In 1977 such an event occurred.

On October 3, 1977, Rosie Jimenez became the Hyde Amend-

ment's first reported victim. The daughter of migrant work-

ers, Rosie was a twenty-seven year old mother of a five-year

old daughter. She was on welfare and was working part-time

in an electronics plant to help support herself and her daugh-

ter. She was six months away from graduating with a Bachelor's

degree in Education. A $700 scholarship check was in her

pocket when she died. To have used that check for a legal

abortion would have meant abandoning her education and

continuing in a cycle of poverty (11). Rosie's case was

important for NARAL, as it gave graphic evidence of NARAL's

prediction that poor women would resort to back-alley butchers

for illegal abortions if Medicaid funds were denied them.

It became the subject of a NARAL compaign to solict funds

for help in fighting against restrictive abortion laws.

In 1977, the House chose a tough anti-abortion stance;

the Senate opted for compromises in the cases of rape, incest,

and "medical necessity" (9, p. 13). Because the two Houses

of Congress could not reach a compromise over the issue, ap-

propriations for the office of Health, Education and Welfare

and other federal agencies ran out and beginning in October,

employees in these departments had to be paid on a month-to-
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month basis (23, p. 4). On December 8, 1977, the House and

Senate compromised by allowing financing of abortions in the

cases of physically-ill women (24, p. 6). This compromise,

known as the Hyde-Michel amendment, also permitted Medicaid

to pay for "Medical procedures necessary for victims of rape

or incest," provided the incidents were reported "promptly."

The Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare decided to

allow abortions and to permit a fairly generous 60-day period

for the report of rape or incest to be filed. Only the re-

port would be required - not proof of assault. Whether or

not that provision would become a vehicle for poor women

seeking free abortions depended on how local governments

exercised the option to demand additional evidence on each

reported rape ( 13, p. 32).

Apparently Congress feared that poor women would seize

this vehicle. On January 21, 1978, in a letter to The New

York Times, Representative Harold L. Volkmer stated that the

new law contained inaccuracies and that "medical procedures"

did not imply abortion (25, p. 4). Congress, especially the

House, began work in earnest to clear up those "inaccuracies."

In June the House attempted to restrict Federal funds for

abortions by allowing them only in cases where the mother's

life was endangered, thus repeating the 1977 scenario of

refusing to compromise with the Senate and engaging in a

long, heated debate over the issue. In August the Senate

Committee on Appropriations countered the House action by

voting in favor of Medicaid funds in cases of rape, incest,
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or medical necessity. Failure to compromise once again held

up passage of the Labor-Health, Education, and Welfare appro-

priations bill. On October 16, by a vote of 198 to 195, the

House accepted the compromise and ended the stalemate (33,

p. 5).

Perhaps the most striking piece of legislation to come

out of Congress in 1978 was the restriction on the use of

military funds for abortions. Representative Robert Michel

attached an amendment to a Defense Department authorization

bill that continued the same language concerning abortions

as the Health, Education, and Welfare law (31, p. 68). The

House voted in favor of the amendment. On October 11, a

House-Senate conference committee passed a bill which re-

stricted military funds for abortions to cases of rape, in-

cest, or danger to the life of the mother (32, p. 31). No

longer would the government fund abortions for military per-

sonnel and dependents or Peace Corps volunteers (51, p. 14).

In the 1978-1979 edition of the Book of the States,

Medicaid funds were the center of the abortion issue. As a

result of Congressional legislation in 1976 which severely

restricted federal funding of abortions and a 1977 Supreme

Court decision upholding those restrictions, "only about

fourteen states continued funding abortions for the poor" (5,

p. 216). States could still fund nontherapeutic abortions

but very few did. In other action, the Supreme Court struck

down state requirements of parental and spousal consent and

"also held that states may not prohibit induction of saline
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solution at a specific point in the gestation period" (5, p.

263). Legislatures in more than a dozen states had called

upon Congress to convene a Constitutional Convention for a

human life amendment (50).

While Congress and the States were busy enacting laws

to restrict abortions, the federal courts were busy overturn-

ing state laws that attempted to restrict abortions. In

April a Federal Appellate Court overturned an Illinois law

that required parental or spousal consent to abortions, and

another that required "informed consent." "Informed consent"

means that the woman must be made aware of the physical ap-

pearance of the fetus before she is permitted to have an

abortion (26, p. 6). A federal court issued a restraining

order against the state of Virginia's withholding Medicaid

funds for abortions (27, p. 6). A federal court ruled uncon-

stitutional a Massachusetts' requirement of parental consent

for minors (28, p. 4). Illinois was ordered to finance abor-

tions for poor women whose lives were endangered (29, p. 6).

In October, a U. S. Appeals Court invalidated a Virginia law

which denied the use of Medicaid funds for abortions for

women whose lives were not endangered (34, p. 51).

In 1979, the House of Representatives once again passed

a restrictive abortion amendment to an appropriations bill,

thus ensuring that the battle begun in 1976 with the Senate

over abortion legislation, would continue. The Senate, again

opting for a more liberal version of the bill which would

include cases of rape, incest, or potentially severe damage
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to the mother's physical health, was able to force a compro-

mise out of the House (47, p. 27). On the eve of the Thanks-

giving recess, Congress passed an emergency appropriations

bill that included an allocation for Medicaid abortions in

cases of endangered life, rape, or incest (39, p. 1).

The Federal courts continued the battle aginst restric-

tive state laws. In February, a federal judge ruled that a

1978 Minnesota law denying money for pre-pregnancy counseling

to Planned Parenthood was unconstitutional (35, p. 3). A

Missouri law was declared unconstitutional, because it vio-

lated the patient's right to freedom of choice. The law

required that a doctor inform his/her patient that if the

fetus is born alive, it would become a ward of the state

(36, p. 2). The Supreme Court agreed to hear an American

Civil Liberties Union challenge to a Massachusetts' law

restricting funds for welfare abortions (37, p. 3). The

Supreme Court also declared a Massachusetts' law requiring

unmarried minors to get parental consent for abortions to be

unconstitutional (38, p. 1). Various federal courts issued

restraining orders on state laws which attempted to ban the

use of Medicaid funds for abortions. But perhaps the most

important judicial decision occurred in November. The Su-

preme Court agreed to hear arguments on the constitutionality

of the Hyde Amendment. The case stemmed from appeals made

to a lower federal court. In three appeals to the lower

court on the constitutionality of an Illinois ban on the use

of Medicaid funds for medically necessary abortions, the
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federal courts declared the Illinois statute unconstitutional.

The Supreme Court had tentatively accepted the findings of

the lower courts and agreed to prepare a decision on the

issue (40, p. 1).

The status of abortion in the United States was ana-

lyzed in the 1980-1981 edition of the Book of the States.

It stated that the issue of abortion had polarized American

society. As a result of this polarization, fifteen states

had called for a Constitutional convention. The subject of

the convention was a constitutional amendment to ban abor-

tion. A heated controversy also ensued over the use of fed-

eral funds for nontherapeutic abortions.

After the Supreme Court ruled in 1977 that the Consti-

tution does not guarantee funding for nontherapeutic abor-

tions, Congress continued the battle over federal funding in

every subsequent session. And although States were allowed

to use their own monies for such abortions, the Book of the

States noted that in 1980, six states followed the federal

criteria, fifteen followed the federal criteria but also al-

lowed abortion when physical health might be severely damaged,

seven states provided funding only when life was endangered,

and twenty-two jurisdictions had no restictions. It further

noted that the Supreme Court had ruled unconstitutional those

local ordinances and state laws that mandated an absolute

requirement of parental consent.

In September of 1980, the House of Representatives voted

to allow Washington, D. C. to use its own funds for abortions.
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And both Houses were ready, provided they could compromise

on certain details, to allow the states the same privilege.

But two other abortion issues, the use of federal employees

health insurance for abortions and the Presidential appoint-

ment of a former Planned Parenthood head to a top foreign

aid post, were postponed until after the election (7, p. 30).

A hopeful sign for pro-choice advocates occurred in

January and February of that year. In January a Federal

District Court declared federal restrictive legislation uncon-

stitutional (41, p. 4). And in February, the U. S. Supreme

Court, in a six-to-three decision, temporarily approved the

use of federal funds for abortions for indigent women (42,

p. 1). But in March, in a six-to-three decision, the Supreme

Court held that a state may require a doctor to notify the

parents of a dependent teenager before performing an abortion

(43, p. 5). In July the Court upheld the curb on federal

financi ng of abortions (44, p. 6). The narrow majority,

five to four, attested to the continuing controversy over

the issue.

In 1981, t he last year for which information for this

analysis was gathered, the war over abortion had not abated,

although forces on both sides of the issue were experiencing

battle fatigue. In this off-election year, three proposals

were presented to Congress. The Garn-Oberstar amendment

would have permitted abortions if the mother's life were in

danger, but the Helms-Hyde amendment woul d not have. A third

proposal, by Helms and Hyde, would have been a law stating
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that "human life shall be deemed to exist from conception"

and it would have further restricted all federal courts,

except the Supreme Court, from hearing abortion cases (12,

p. 7). The latter proposal was the most controversial and

triggered a very emotional debate in Congress when it came

up for a vote.

Last week's Senate vote was accompanied by the
kind of verbal violence that abortion debates
tend to provoke. Senator Robert Packwood invoked
a witchhunting Puritan in accusing Senator JesseHelms and his troops of trying to impose a "Cotton
Mather mentality" on the country. Mr. Helms inturn invoked "instructions that came down from
Mount Sinai" about the "deliberate taking of aninnocent human life." To which Senator Lowell
Weicker retorted: "We are not running this
country by divine commandment or instructions
from Mount Sinai." The Helmes prevailed, fifty-two to forty-three, with both parties split
(7, p. 22).

Congress thus excluded victims of rape and incest from feder-

ally-financed abortions. It woul d have had another opportu-

nity to vote on the issue when it was moved out of committees.

Those committees were holding hearings to determine if abor-
tion should be considered murder (7, p. 22). The Supreme

Court did little that year, other than to uphold a state law

requiring that abortions after the first trimester be perform-

ed in a hospital (45, p. 1).

Thus, in the latter years of the debate over abortion,

the two organizations employed a strategy of bargaining.

They activated their strategy through various tactics, such

as lobbying and endorsing political candidates. While the

one organization, NARAL, exhibited a maturity from the very
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beginnings of its encounter with the opposition (NRLC), it

wasn't until the latter years of the battle that it became

aware of the need to engage the opposition on its own battle-

field, the political arena. Consequently, it changed its

tactics, but it still relied heavily on the courts to counter

the actions of NRLC-sponsored laws.

NRLC tested its strength in the 1976 Presidential cam-

paigns. Finding itself fairly successful, it settled into

its strategy of restricting abortions until it could gather

enough strength to pass a constitutional amendment.

Conclusion

As laws and court decisions determined that abortion

would be a political issue, both organizations deemed it nec-
essary to operate in the political arena. Because of their

decision to operate in this arena, forced or otherwise, their

strategy and tactics changed. Demonstrations and rallies

had been effective in bringing the issues to the attention

of the media and the public. Politics proved to be a differ-

ent social environment, necessitating different strategy and
tactics. Consequently, the analysis illustrated that the
organizations engaged in lobbying, publishing hit lists, en-
dorsing candidates, and even running for Presidential office.

The effectiveness of the chosen strategy and tactics

was evidenced by the successful campaigns of certain Conserva-
tive Congressmen and restrictive state and federal laws.

NRLC, as the anti-abortion advocate, took credit for those
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achievements. NARAL, as the pro-choice advocate, could point

out that NRLC had so far been blocked in its efforts to pass

a constitutional amendment.

As this analysis drew to a close, it became evident

that, public opinion notwithstanding, Congressmen and legis-

lators paid very close attention to organizations such as

NARAL and NRLC, that promised votes and proved they could

keep those promises, pledged contributions, and mounted

stro ng campaigns. Further, those organizations that engaged

in well-organized lobbying efforts, and were vocal in legis-

lative halls also appeared to be more successful.
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CHAPTER V

TAHI MOTTL'S PROPOSITIONS
AND WILLIAM GAMSON'S IDEAS

This chapter utilizes Tahi L. Mottl's (10) proposi-

tions on social movements and countermovements as a tool for

analyzing the two organizations that were studied. The pro-

positions were used in this analysis to discover the nature

of countermovements, to assist in connecting the actions

of movements to the actions of countermovements, and to aid

in determining the reasons why movements and countermovements

chose certain strategies and tactics.

Many authors have pointed out the single-issue nature

of the abortion controversy. Few sociologists have addressed

the fate of single-vs-multiple issue social movements. As

Gamson pointed out in The Strategy of Social Protest (8)

"there is a fundamental ambiguity in the concept of 'issue'

that makes it difficult to address the question of whether

groups with multiple-issue demands are more or less success-

ful than those with a single demand" (8). While theorizing

that those with multiple demands should be more successful,

he conceded that his data did not support this idea. He

said no more on the question.

As the research did not include any organizations with
multiple-issue demands, this analysis was brief and restricted
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to the perceptions of political analysts on the efficacy of

such a strategy. The thrust of the discussion is to point

out that in a society of diverse interests, advocates of

single-issue demands can be quite successful.

Mottl 's Propositions

Mottl developed his propositions in order to distin-

guish between movements and countermovements. One of his

first propositions gives the basic distinction between a

movement and a countermovement. From this basic distinction

arise all the subsequent differences. He suggests that move-

ments arise to produce benefits for an underprivileged class.

But countermovements arise because of a perceived threat from

the success of the initial movements. NARAL arose as a move-

ment to gain certain rights for women. It sought to gain for

women control over their reproductive processes and the right

to abortion on demand. NRLC arose because of the challenge

presented by NARAL and the Supreme Court decisions. It

called abortion on demand murder. Also, it viewed abortion

as a threat to the moral fiber of the nation.

Another proposition held some validity for the two or-

ganizations, although available information could only docu-

ment it for NRLC. Mottl suggested that successful counter-

movement leaders, in order to gain supporters, would use an

ideological key to call their members to action. And further,

that these prospective members would come from preexistent

institutional affil iations. Granberg (9) documented the
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overwhelmingly Catholic character of the NRLC. And although

NRLC was quick to deny affiliation with any major institution,
from its inception, it had been linked to the Roman Catholic
Church. In a 1974 article entitled "Enemies of Abortion,"

Marion K. Sanders put it this way:

The high command of the anti-abortion drive
is the National Conference of Bishops, based inWashington. The stock troops are a network ofgrass-roots organizations coordinated by a Na-tional Right to Life Committee. Its chairman isEdward J. Golden, who lives near Troy, New York.

Mottl further suggested movements would utilize a
single-issue ideology to gain support from disparate groups
to maintain the status quo. This could be used to analyze

certain actions of NRLC. It defined itself as an organiza-
tion seeking to protect human life through an amendment to
the United States Constitution. Such an amendment would
protect all life from the moment of conception (12). That
would make abortion murder and that is what NRLC called it.

In addition to this primary legislative goal, NRLC is
dedicated to restoring respect for the sanctity of all human

life - from conception to natural death -- to the center of
the constellation of American values (12). It worked with

such groups as the National Youth Pro-Life Coalition and Pro-
Life Obstetricians and Gynecologists to publicize its aims.

An even more interesting phenomena was the recent linking of

the pro-life movement with the New Right.

The New Right was viewed by liberal groups as a conser-
vative group that sought to return to the status quo of the
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more protectionist times of the 50s. By li nki ng themsel ves

with these other disparate groups, NRLC hoped to become

stronger and more politically effective (4, p. 30).

Mottl suggests that if a movement or countermovement is

blocked, it will move up to the next higher level of govern-

ment or organizational support and engage in direct action

protest. NARAL started at the state level and even though it

was forced to move slowly, it was not blocked in its efforts.

By 1973, the year of the Supreme Court decision, four states

had adopted reform legislation. The Supreme Court decision

canceled the necessity of their moving to the next higher

level. It was the countermovement, NRLC, that pushed NARAL

into the next higher level of government support. In stating

that "the only way to get it (abortion) out of politics is

for us to get into politics" (6, p. 47), Jean Weinberg of

NARAL conceded that NRLC was right; they had to enter the

political arena on the national level.

When NARAL experienced setbacks on the national level,

such as the Hyde Amendment,, it began to engage in direct ac-
tion protest. In 1977, members of NARAL carried coat hangers

to Congressional hearings to protest the cutting off of Medi-
caid funds for abortions for welfare mothers (15, p. 3).

NRLC noted the need to move to the national level from

the outset. In attempting to overturn a liberal New York

abortion statute, the group won limited success when the le-
gislature repealed the law, but was thwarted when Governor

Rockerfeller vetoed the repeal bill. They too, noted the
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slowness and reluctance of the states, and moved on to form a

national committee to defeat pro-choice Congressmen and lobby

for a constitutional amendment banning abortion (16). Ob-

viously both movement and countermovement organizations deem-

ed their issues to be of national importance, and thus chose

to bypass the slow state-by-state process in favor of a

national dictum. NRLC also engaged in direct action protest

by "excommunicating" Justice Brennan from the Roman Catholic

Church (17). Thus the countermovement conformed to Mottl's

proposition.

In a latter proposition Mottl suggests what would hap-

pen if movements or countermovements achieved full success.

Remmants of them would remain in elements of the original

order and reform and also, as movement and countermovement

organizations. This was certainly true of the opposing

forces in the abortion movement. The Supreme Court decisions,

though somewhat narrowed in scope, still remained as an ele-

ment of the original order. And as an element of reform

(NRLC advocated this) the Hyde Amendment continued to re-

strict federal funding of abortion. Also the two organiza-

tions were still in existence when this research ceased.

Mottl offered other propositions which are useful in

analyzing the NRLC. One of these suggests that countermove-

ments will devel op strategies i n res ponse to the degree of
success experienced by the initial movement and the degree

of social control exerted against the countermovement. Mottl

points out that countermovements would utilize institutional
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resistence, non-violent direct action, and violence as re-

sponses to the successes of the movement. NRLC did just that.

Each year, on the anniversary of the historic Supreme

Court decision, NRLC members picketed the Capitol in protest

of that decision. They annually staged rallies in support

of proposed constitutional amendments to ban abortions and

pledged to do so until such an amendment passed. They were
not opposed to the use of violence to halt the murder of

unborn infants.

Many of the cli nics are picketed each week,
others have been invaded and protesters havechained themselves to the operating tables, andtwenty-five clinics have been subjected to arson.One in New York was burned down twice and the
proprietors decided not to reopen the premises.Damage at other clinics has ranged up to $250,000
(7, p. 613).

Although these actions could not be directly linked to
the movement organization, the public perceived them to be

RTL activities. Consequently, violence was seen as an NRLC

tactic.

Mottl suggests the sequencing of these tactics from

institutional resistence, to non-violent direct protest, to
violence. NRLC did not follow this sequence of events. From

its inception, it engaged in all three tactics simultaneously.

Even after its maturation, when its professed tactic became
institutionalized resistance through publication of hit lists,

which targeted for defeat those members of Congress who

exhibited a pro-choice stance, it still continued to engage
in violence. While it denied using violence, NRLC was still
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linked, in the public's eye, to the trashing of abortion

clinics, for example.

Anot her of Mottl 's propositions states that counter-

movements will adopt such movement tactics as lobbying,

letter-writing, boycotts, and sit-ins. Analysis of the two

organizations showed that it was NARAL that adopted counter-

movement tactics, rather than the other way around. Perhaps

NARAL had become the countermovement. NRLC experienced suc-

cesses with its Congressional hit lists and bans on federal

funding for abortions. NARAL reacted to that success by

borrowing some of NRLC's tactics.

As the countermovement organization chose its own bat-

tleground (Congress) and forced the movement organization to
wage war in its arena, it also insured that the movement

would adopt its tactics. NARAL was quick to note the success

of NRLC's tactics and did not stubbornly refuse to adopt the

more successful ones. In 1976, Karen Mulhauser of NARAL,

stated that "Abortion will not be a decisive fact in the

minds of most voters because most of the candidates support

the Supreme Court decisions of 1973" (19, p. 14). But in

1978, NARAL saw that it had been mistaken in its assessment

of the force of the issue and the opposition. It started a
political fund, hoping to raise $100,000, with which to sup-

port pro-choice candidates in the November elections (20, p.

63).

In 1979 NARAL came out with the slogan "I'm pro-choice

and I vote!" but eschewed the congressional "hit lists" of NRLC
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(2). In 1980 it was getti ng out the vote. Women were advis-

ed to get actively involved, "to register, vote and write

their congressional representatives to praise or condemn their

political stand on abortion" (2). In 1981 it saw a need "to

organize grassroots political support the way the right had,

with notable success, in recent years. 'Organizing at the

local level is the only way for us to go,' said Karen Mulhau-

ser of NARAL" (1, p. 41). Intelligent enough to comprehend

that they had been forced to play someone else's game, NARAL

did not continue to refuse to play by the other organization's

rul es.

Mottl theorized that while countermovements, like so-

cial movements, might put into effect "extant organizational

affiliations," they were more apt to emerge from "coalitions

of pre-existent organizations with ties to major institutions"

(10, p. 6). Various authors and news articles linked the

NRLC organization to the Roman Catholic church.

In a 1974 article entitled "Enemies of Abortion,"

Marion K. Sanders said that the head of the anti-abortion

movement was the National Conference of Bishops, and the

workers were the members of the National Right to Life Commit-

tee, who were commanded by Edward J. Golden (16, p. 26).

Granberg, in his survey of NRLC and NARAL members, pointed

out that seventy percent of the NRLC members were Catholic,

and suggested that without the Catholic church, "with its

organizational appartus and communication network and active

membership," an anti-abortion movement in the U. S. might
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never have arisen (9, p. 163). A 1974 article in Newsweek

pointed out that the number of "right to life" groups was

growing, and that the Catholic church was responsible for

that growth, in as much as, it encouraged and supported such

groups (13, p. 43). A Time article of the same date charac-

terized right to life groups as "Catholic-led" (17, p. 60).

A 1981 Esquire article noted that the campaign for passage

of a Human Life Amendment was financed, for the most part,

by the Catholic Church (5). These were just a few examples

that illustrated that this countermovement had ties to a

major institution.

Countermovement ideologies, like social movement ideol-

ogies, contain ideas about goals, the attainment of those

goals, symbols, and assumptions about social order and change.

The fundamental purpose of NRLC was "to build astrong national organization with supporting
state and local organizations which will work
to foster and restore respect and dignity forall Human Life from the moment of fertilization
until natural death. In order to accomplish
this end, the ultimate goal of the organization
is an Amendment to the United States Constitution
guaranteeing protection of all Human Life" (12).
Its symbols were a pair of white gloves and a
single red rose.

NARAL's ideology stated that it was an organization

working to preserve the right to freedom of choice by preserv-
ing a woman's right to a legal abortion. It said that it

hoped to obtain that goal by development of a federal and

state constituency, that it had trained in the effective use

of the political process. Its symbol was "I'm pro-choice

and I vote!" (11). Thus, the ideologies of both organizations
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illustrated Motti 's proposition, by having all the elements

that he credited to movement and countermovement ideologies.

Mottl further argued that countermovement goals focus

on single grievances, with politicians attempting to augment

their power "by taking dramatic, clear, one-issue stands"

(10, p. 627). NRLC focused on the single grievance, abortion

on demand. Abortion, for NRLC, meant murder. As a result of

its support, certain Conservative Congressmen and Senators

were able to wage successful campaigns for public office.

Once they became members of Congress, these anti-abortion

Congressmen and Senators repeatedly stalled passage of key

pieces of legislation, such as the Health, Education, and

Welfare-Labor appropiations bills, by attaching anti-abortion

amendments to the bills.

Yet another of Mottl 's propositions outlined the devel-

opmental stages of a countermovement. Those stages are:

resistance to change, mobilization of protest to change,

militant protest if goals are blocked, and reinstitutional-

ization if successful or covert resistance if unsuccessful

(10, p. 628). The first three stages could be analyzed

from the materials utilized; the last stage could not as

that event had not transpired during the span of this research.

The New York RLC resisted the change brought about by

its state legislature and thus served as a forerunner to the

NRLC. The NRLC organized on the national level to protest

the U.S. Supreme Court decisions. Stalemated in its efforts
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to pass a constitutinal amendment, it picketed a Congress-

man's office, and abortion clinics. It trashed abortion

clinics and used police state tactics against politicians.

As it began to experience limited success, it turned to

lobbying, letter-writting, political contributions, and hit

lists. It went through almost all of the developmental

stages. NRLC initially went through Mottl 's sequence. But

for most of its history, it had engaged in all of the first

three sequences simultaneously. It had continued to resist

the change brought about by the Supreme Court. It was still

recruiting members. It annually staged a demonstration on

Capitol Hill to protest the Supreme Court decision. It had

also been linked to the "trashing" of abortion clinics.

Mottl's final proposition addresses the issue of coun-

termovement outcomes. He said those outcomes are the results

of movement and countermovement conflict. He saw the conse-

quences of that conflict exhibited in three areas: their

effect on institutional inequality, the stabilization of the
situation through the coexistence of movement and counter-

movement forces, and the reconsolidation of "state" authority

(10, p. 629).

With reference to the first of these areas, Mottl said

that because countermovements seek to maintain the status

quo, their actions do not result in any inequalities. Wel-

fare mothers, military spouses and dependents, and Peace
Corps volunteers and their spouses and dependents would not

agree with this proposition. Through the efforts of the
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countermovement organization, NRLC, federal funds for abor-

tion for these categories of people were cut off. And if the

absence of a service can be viewed as instituting inequali-

ties, then the denial of federal funds for abortion falls

i n to that cat egory.

A statement Mottl made concerning stabilization of the

situation fit the outcome of the actions instigated by this

countermovement. He pointed out that "the effects of counter-

movements for the great majority of citizens are at best neg-

ligible, at worst regressive" (10, p. 630). As poor women,

such as Rosie, resorted to back-alley abortionists, it could

be said that the effects of this countermovement were regres-

s i ve.

Lastly, there was no evidence in the literature to sup-

port Mottl 's contentions that actions by the movement and

countermovement result in a real ignment of governmental bu-

reaucracies. As the battle between NARAL and NRLC is still

going on, it was not possible to ascertain if this contention

was correct.

While various propositions of Mottl 's were useful in

analyzing the movement and countermovement organizations,

others were found to be incorrect or inappropriate for an

analysis of the organizations studied. In attempting to make
broad general propositions, Mottl appeared to have made mis-

takes in two areas. First, he made propositions about move-

ments and countermovements which seemed to say that all move-

ments were alike. His propositions suggested revolutionary



movements, but he used reform movements as illustrations.

Therefore, he was obviously aware that at least two types of

movements exist. Hence, his propositions presented some

difficulties when this researcher attempted to utilize them

as analytical tools.

Secondly, if his propositions were intended to be gen-

eral, then he made a mistake in sometimes referring to the

movements and countermovements in his proposals as revolu-

tionary and, at other times, reform movements. That also pre-

sented problems. It made it difficult to understand exactly

what he was defining and exactly what his definition said.

Those criticisms aside, his propositions did prove use-

ful in analyzing the organizations.

Gamson's Ideas on
Single-Issue Demands

Gamson (8) did not say whether or not groups with single-

issue demands were more successful than groups with multiple-

issue demands. He only conceded that his data did not support

the idea that multiple-issue groups would be more successful.

It was decided that this research would attempt to discover

if single-issue demands groups could be successful.

The research presented here does not represent a com-

parison of single and multiple issue groups. Nor was there

an attempt to decide whether NARAL or NRLC achieved more

success. The question addressed is much simpler: Can s i ngle-
issue groups be successful in the U.S. political arena? The

research documents the fact that it is possible for such

118
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groups to be somewhat successful, but not necessarily com-

pletely successful.

This analysis began by first asking if the two organiza-

tions can be classified as si ngle-issued demands groups. In

1974 Marion K. Sanders classified Edward J. Golden's campaign

in 1972 against a liberal New York abortion law as "single-

issue politics" (16, p. 30). In the same article, he de-

scribed NARAL as the "only organizatin devoted to the single

purpose of supporting legal abortion" (16, p. 30). Paul R.

Wieck, writing for the New Republic, pointed out that right-

to-lifers were part of a new type of constituency politics

that had arisen in the United States. These new political

groups were characterized by linking themselves to "a single,

highly emotional issue" (21, p. 9). Clearly, these two or-

ganizations are single-issue demands groups.

Noting that they were single-issue groups, the analysis

then went on to determine if they were successful. It also

sought to determine if their social environment had played

any part in their success. Colin Francome analyzed both sides

(NARAL and NRLC) of the abortion movement in an article en-
titled "Abortion Politics in the United States" (6). That

article was the basis for the following analysis.

In the early stages of the abortion movement, the battle

was between the reformers and the repealers. The reformers

wanted the laws changed to follow the American Law Institute's

model Bill, which had been written in 1959. That Bill would

have allowed for abortions on three grounds: if the mother's
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physical or mental health were endangered, if the child would
be defective, or if the pregnancy were a result of rape or

incest. The repealers wanted to abolish all restrictions on

abortions. The repealers won. NARAL would fight to remove

all restrictions on abortion. They wanted abortion on demand.

Francome believed the success of the repeal faction to be a

result of two factors. One of those reasons had to do with

American culture. He said that Americans tended to shy away

from moderation, preferring to be either completely for or

completely against an activity. Thus, repeal which was for

abortion, held a strong appeal for Americans. Secondly,

reform laws appeared to be too limited. So limited in fact,

that Alan Guttmacher, originally a reform advocate, changed

his mind and opted for repeal instead.

Discovering why the repeal movement was so successful

nationally proved to be a more difficult task. NARAL had

been successful in repeal efforts in only four states by
1973. Yet only four years after the foundation of NARAL, all

restrictive statutes were overturned by the Supreme Court

deci sion. By success, Francome means the 1973 Supreme Court

decisions in Roe v. Wade and Doe v. Bolton. Francome (7)

attibuted the success of the repeal movement at that stage of

the abortion movement to four factors. One of those factors

was the Vietnam War, which led to a growing radicalism. Peo-

ple in the United States were willing to stand up for their

beliefs. He cited the example of abortion counseling services

started by clergymen in spite of the restrictive laws. A
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second factor was the power of the federal courts to overturn

laws. And it was in those courts that repealers first won

success. A third factor was the liberal attitude of doctors.

Francome noted that American doctors have a great deal of

clinical freedom, and they oppose restrictions on that free-

dom. He cited a 1969 survey in which more than half of them

favored abortion on request. A final factor was a split in

the opposition. While the Right Wing and the Catholic church

took a strong stand against abortion, certain Catholic theo-

rists agreed with NARAL. Chief among these was Father Robert

Drinan of Boston Law College, who stated that even though

the practice of abortion was wrong, a law should not be

forced upon those who did not believe in it. Hence, the

particular nature of the American social environment, a

result of the aforementioned factors, aided the repeal move-

ment in its successes in the early years of the abortion

movement. Francome further pointed out that "NARAL was a

much stronger organization than any that existed to oppose

the legal changes" (7, p. 616).

Francome believed that NRLC's successes in electing

anti-abortion candidates and restricting access to abortions

were a product of two factors. One factor was a sizable

Conservative minority in the Mid-Western and Southern regions

of the United States. The other was the move to the Right

in recent years in the United States. He noted that while

NRLC had decided to take an extreme position, it had had to

make compromises. As a result of the more Conservative
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political climate and its willingness to compromise, it had

achieved limited success. That is, it worked to restrict

abortions, while it waited to pass a constitutional amendment

that would outlaw them entirely. Its greatest victory occur-

red in 1977 when the Supreme Court handed down a decision

which stated that the Federal Government did not have to

provide funds for abortions. Thus, this single-issue group

was also able to achieve some success.

Francome's analysis of the abortion movement in the

United States illustrates the importance of the social and

political environment and the American character for the

success of single-issue groups. The more liberal social and

political environment of the sixties was reflected in the

successes of NARAL, and the more recent conservative environ-

ment was reflected in the successes of NRLC. The American

character tended more toward strong stands on issues and

that too aided in the successes of these single-issue groups.

Single-issue groups also appeared to have a strong in-

fluence on Congressmen. As early as 1973, a Buckley aide

predicted that "voters with strong feelings would not hesi-

tate to cross party lines to oppose a pro-abortion candidate"

(3, p. 2976). And i n 1974, the New York Right to Life Com-

mittee (predecessor of NRLC) had a very simple strategy:

"to attack and defeat any legislator--no matter what his

stance on other issues--who had voted for the liberal bill

or failed to support the move to repeal it" (16, p. 26).

Congressmen viewed those hit lists seriously, especially
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since they were backed by letters which showed that people

were opposed to the Supreme Court decision. Futhermore,

legislators were impressed by the fact that NRLC could suc-

cessfully boycott the television show Maude, in which the

star decided to get an abortion. All but one of its sponsors

rescinded their sponsorship (14, p. 1).

The New Republic described the emergence of NRLC as

"the latest example of the power of special constituency

groups in a time when traditional party loyalities are fad-

ing. The cracking of old allegiance opens the way to this

new brand of constituency politics, tied to a single highly

emotional issue" (21, p. 9). The article further noted that

such senators as Birch Bayh were worried about their bids

for re-election.

A Time article of July 9, 1979, showed the strength and

ardor of the issue for NRLC members, as well as for political

candidates. It stated that the pro-lifers felt they had the

edge in close elections because of their ability to recruit

"legions of morally and religiously inspired campaign workers

and voters" (18, p. 27). They joined up with other Conserva-

tive groups, such as those opposed to gun control, the Panama

Canal treaties, and the Equal Rights amendment. They had

evidence to prove that they had helped to defeat pro-choice

Senators Dick Clark of Iowa, Thomas McIntyre of New Hamp-

shire, and Donald Fraser of Minnesota. Because there was a

great deal of publicity value in defeating big names, they
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had targeted Congressman John Anderson of Illinois and Sen-
ator Frank Church of Idaho for defeat in 1980 (18, p. 27).

This analysis demonstrates that single-issue demands

groups can achieve success if they are able to gauge their

social environment correctly, and if they are able to imple-
ment their strategies through the effective use of well-

chosen tactics. It should be noted though that neither or-
ganization has achieved complete success. NARAL appeared

to have achieved complete success with the 1973 Supreme Court
decisions repealing all restrictive state laws. But it has
had to watch that success slowly eroded by the well-organized

efforts of the anti-abortion countermovement, NRLC. It was
evident from the foregoing analysis that such a strong single-
issue group would have experienced no success had it not been
willing to compromise. Thus, it can be concluded that single-
issue groups can do well in American society, but only if the
social and political climate is right and only if they can
gauge all the relevant factors correctly.
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CHAPTER VI

CONCLUSION

This research has sought to enhance the literature on

social movement and countermovements and movement strategy

and tactics. Many sociologists are aware of the gaps in

sociological literature on social movements. This research

attempted to begin to fill the gaps in three areas. It re-

lated social movements to their social milieu and to social
change, analyzed movement opposition, and acknowledged the

importance of movement strategy and tactics.

In order to accomplish the aims of this research, par-

ticular social movement and countermovement organizations

were chosen. The social movements chosen were the pro-and

anti-abortion movements and the movement organizations chosen
were the National Abortions Rights Action League (NARAL) and

the National Right to Life Committee (NRLC). These organiza-

tions were chosen as representative of the movement because
they were documented as the central organizations in the

movement.

By tracing the development of a social movement, and
its corresponding countermovement through news articles, it
was shown that the movements were not static. As a result

of a more liberal social climate in 1973, the U.S. Supreme
Court handed down the Roe v. Wade and the Doe v. Bolton
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decisions, which permitted abortion on demand. The initial

social movement organization (NARAL) changed its name from

the National Association for the Repeal of Abortion Laws to

the National Abortion Rights Action League. This change in

names was important for strategic and symbolic reasons. Stra-

tegically it showed that while the organization understood

that the Supreme Court decisions invalidated all existing

restrictive state laws, it also understood that the states

might not move any faster than they had before the decisions.

Symbolically, it highlighted that NARAL would continue as

the watchdog for abortion rights, ensuring that states com-

plied with the national decision.

From 1973 to 1975, NARAL utilized a strategy of persua-

sion and tactics known as the politics of order. It changed

its strategy of seeking repeal of state laws (the Supreme

Court decisions had rid them of the need to do that), but it

engaged in a very similar strategy. It worked to bring state

laws into compliance with the federal decision. To do this,

it employed the same tactics as before, civil litigation in

courts of law. On a minor scale, it included a new tactic.

It requested that local affiliates seek state lawmakers to

sponsor legislation tht would repeal restrictive laws.

Although it was a national organization, it continued to work

on the state level through the courts and legislatures.

The National Right to Life Committee came into exis-

tence in 1973 in reaction to the social change wrought by

the Supreme Court decisions of that same year. Arising from
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the powerful New York Right to Life Committee, the NRLC did

not remain on the state level, nor did it work as quietly as

its opposition, NARAL. It immediately proposed a Human Life

Amendment to the U. S. Constitution. Congress reacted by

suggesting over two dozen resolutions aimed at overturning

the Supreme Court decisions. While Congress only considered

three of the resolutions proposed in 1973, the House did

pass three antiabortion amendments attached to a medical

research training bill, a legal services bill, and a National

Science Foundation authorization bill.

Justice Brennan, the only Catholic on the Supreme Court

and one of the justices who voted in favor of the historic

decisions, was "excommunicated" from the Catholic church by

NRLC. This was a symbolic gesture that would become a stan-

dard tactic, but not a quiet one as it gained coverage in

national newsmagazines. It symbolized NRLC's disdain for

the decision itself and the man who helped to bring it about.

It also symbolized the type of tactics that NRLC would use

in its infancy. As news articles for the period illustrated,

NRLC utilized a strategy of bargaining and engaged in the

politics of disorder as its chosen tactic. Not being too

well organized in its infancy, it coul dn't wage an all-out

assault on Congress. Hence it chose to block distribution

of a Health, Education and Welfare film on abortion and got

sponsors to rescind their sponsorship of two controversial

episodes of Maude, which dealt with abortion. It also
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demonstrated and picketed, wearing white gloves and carry-

ing red roses, and yelling "Murderer! Murderer!" at the

opposition.

In 1976, NRLC appeared as an organization that was

better prepared for the elections than was NARAL. NRLC

placed a presidential candidate of its own in the running.

As it became better organized and more well-known, NRLC

changed its strategy of appealing to third parties to appeal-

ing directly to target groups. Because it was strong enough

to get matching federal funds for its candidate, it no longer

had to make exchanges. It could move anti-abortion advocates

into Congress and utilize the art of bargaining. Hence, its

tactics changed from direct action protests to a more legiti-

mate means of social change, legislative action. It was

powerful enough to use the Congress to attain its goals.

NARAL obviously had not clearly gauged the ability of

the opposition, NRLC, to succeed in its goals. It simply

categorized the Presidential candidates according to their

political stances on abortion, and protested that abortion

couldn't be a decisive campaign issue. It failed to note the
import of an amendment attached to a Congress ional Act that

passed both Houses in 1976, and was signed into law by the

President. The Hyde Amendment restricted the use of Medicaid
funds for abortions for indigent women to cases where the
mother's life was endangered.

In the years from 1977 to 1981, news articles demon-

strated that NARAL changed its strategy and tactics in
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response to now apparent changes in its social environment,

a well-organized opposition and restrictive Federal legisla-

tion. Noting the effectiveness of its opposition helped to

bring about this change. Aware that political analysts

attributed the success of certain Congressional candidates

to a well-organized, NRLC-backed campaign, NARAL entered the

political arena. NARAL took a positive stance by backing

pro-choice candidates. Both organizations contributed finan-

cial support to the campaigns of their chosen candidates.

And NARAL instituted "Impact '80" to politically educate and

activate pro-choice voters.

This analysis of organization materials, government

publications, and news articles showed that a social movement

reacted to social changes, including a countermovement that

arose in opposition to it. By reacting to a national social

change, but remaining on the local level, NARAL lost ground

as was evident in certain restrictive state laws and the

federal Hyde Amendment. By moving from the state level to

the national level via a proposed constitutional amendment,

NRLC shifted the activity from one arena to another. It re-

acted to social change brought about by the federal judicial

branch, rather than change brought about by NARAL. It moved

the battle into the legislative branch and the political

arena. And it forced NARAL to move into that arena, also.

NARAL accepted the inevitability of the move in 1980.

Thwarted in its efforts to pass a constitutional amend-

ment, NRLC shifted its strategy and tactics to restricting
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access to abortion. It was successful through the Hyde

Amendment. Since 1976, this particular amendment, attached

to various Congressional bills, has restricted access to

abortions to ever-increasing categories of women. From its

position, NARAL was forced to react to the restrictions

instigated by NRLC. News articles intimated that while

Congress and legislators had grown tired of the issue, the

two organizations would continue to exist, each shifting

from the movement to the countermovement position, and each

changing strategy and tactics, as the social changes wrought

by one forced a reaction out of the other.

Significance of the Study

The significance of this research lies in the fact that

it broadens the understanding of social movements, and fur-

ther, that it adds to the literature concerning countermove-

ments. By studying both the movement and the countermovement

organizations, it illustrates the dynamic character of social

movement response to its social environment, an environment

that includes an organized and powerful opposition.

By delving into the strategy and tactics of a movement

organization (NARAL) and its corresponding countermovement

organization (NRLC), a clearer understanding of the reasons

for movement and countermovement choices of strategy and

tactics evolved. This study demonstrated that the social and

political environment did affect the successes and failures

of the two organizations and did contribute significantly to
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their choice of strategy and tactics. Analyzing the media

image and political effectiveness of the two organizations

aided in demonstrating that social movement and countermove-

ment organizations are aware of the strategies and tactics re-

quired to gain legitimacy and support from third parties and

target groups. By tracing the history of a movement and coun-

termovement, this reasearch illustrates that movements and

countermovements do not always follow the orderly progression

of growth suggested by some sociologists. The movements

used many strategies and tactics during their life-cycles.

They even changed strategies and tactics. Furthermore,

this study demonstrates that movements are aware of their

social environments. That awareness may sometimes be the

cause of their decision to change strategies and tactics.

Also there is intrinsic value in a sheer descriptive

study of a movement and countermovement. From this study,

various elements of the nature of movements and countermove-

ments arose. This study illustrates that movements and coun-

termovements may find themselves changing positions. The

movement may become the countermovement and the countermove-

ment may become the movement. Furthermore, a descriptive

study enabled the dynamic environment of the movements to

reveal itself. That revelation demonstrated that movements

react to all segments of their environment. The movements

reacted to their social and political environments, as well

as, to the opposition. It also showed that a movement could

never be certain of its success. As the social and political
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environments changed, so did the amount of success gained by

the initial movement. All of this illustrates that descrip-

tive studies can uncover new feature of movements that need

to be studied.

This study demonstrates that social movements and coun-

termovements do sometimes follow an orderly progression dur-

ing the time of their existence, and do respond to changes

in their environment. For example, NARAL did adopt some NRLC

tactics, when those tactics proved successful in the politi-

cal arena. Further, through an investigation of the efficacy

of single-issue demands groups in the American political en-

vironment, it was suggested that these groups may be or may

become significant elements of the American political scene.

Since the design of the research did not include organiza-

tions engaged in multiple-issue politics, this was not a

comparative study of the two. Rather, it is a study that

highlights the powerfulness of two single-issue organizations

who were pitted one against the other on an issue of vital

concern to both. Lastly, it is hoped that this thesis might

prompt more research on an issue that, whatever one's posi-

tion, strikes at the rights of all women in a free society.
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